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From Hugo Award-Winning Editor Neil Clarke, the Best Science Fiction Stories of the Year
Collected in a Single Paperback VolumeKeeping up-to-date with the most buzzworthy and
cutting-edge science fiction requires sifting through countless magazines, e-zines, websites,
blogs, original anthologies, single-author collections, and more—a task that can be
accomplished by only the most determined and voracious readers. For everyone else, Night
Shade Books is proud to present the latest volume of The Best Science Fiction of the Year, a
yearly anthology compiled by Hugo and World Fantasy Award–winning editor Neil Clarke,
collecting the finest that the genre has to offer, from the biggest names in the field to the most
exciting new writers.The best science fiction scrutinizes our culture and politics, examines the
limits of the human condition, and zooms across galaxies at faster-than-light speeds, moving
from the very near future to the far-flung worlds of tomorrow in the space of a single sentence.
Clarke, publisher and editor-in-chief of the acclaimed and award-winning magazine
Clarkesworld, has selected the short science fiction (and only science fiction) best representing
the previous year’s writing, showcasing the talent, variety, and awesome “sensawunda” that the
genre has to offer.
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Lockdowns, furloughs, face masks, and shortages at supermarkets became commonplace.
Responses from those in power ranged from outright denial of science to enforcement of strict
quarantine restrictions. No matter what your experience, the routine of our daily lives was
disrupted on a scale few of us even imagined likely.As I began reviewing my notes for this
introduction, the unusual nature of the year nagged at me. Throughout 2020, I had informal
discussions with editors about the changes we were observing in story submissions, readership,
and listenership. As the year closed, I became curious about where everyone landed, so I
devised a survey and sent it to editors at fifty-four different English language science fiction and
fantasy magazines.The survey contained sections on quantitative publishing information
(number of issues, stories, story lengths, readership, etc.), relevant market news (business/
operational changes), and an open-ended section about works/authors they enjoyed or any
other issues they considered relevant to the business of short fiction. There was also a special
section devoted to the impact of COVID-19 on readership and submissions. Moving forward, I’m
using 2020 as a baseline for future iterations of this survey in the hopes that it will allow me to
more precisely monitor changes in the industry at the micro and macro levels.Over thirty
publications completed this year’s survey and the majority of the editors who were unable to
participate expressed an interest in participating next year. In a few cases, I was able to
manually fill in missing responses by examining awards eligibility lists and other public
statements made during the year. The forty-one markets represented by the 2020 dataset
include a variety that ranges from its longest-running publications to some of the newest; large
readerships to small; and general interest to more focused ones. The majority publish a varying
mix of both fantasy and science fiction. Science fiction-only publications were the second most
common. Response rates from publications outside the US and Canada were lower than those
within, so that has been identified as an area for improvement.The Business Side of ThingsThe
impact of the pandemic of the business side of publishing was somewhat mitigated by the
advances in digital publishing over the last fifteen years. A significant majority of magazines
reported that they were able to maintain their regular schedule with digital editions, despite an
array of difficulties. The print editions of books and magazines were sometimes delayed by the
temporary closures or reduced staffing at printers; paper shortages; and a domestic and
international slowdown in postal delivery.Distribution of books and magazines through brick and
mortar bookstores was more significantly disrupted. Barnes & Noble, one of the larger US
bookstore chains, not only temporarily closed their stores, but also cancelled all magazine
orders for several months. Unlike anthologies, single issues of magazines can’t be rescheduled,
so these problems disproportionately impacted those publishers. While I’ve lamented the switch
from monthly to bi-monthly schedules at the oldest of the genre magazines, Asimov’s Science
Fiction (asimovs.com), Analog Science Fiction & Fact (analogsf.com), and The Magazine of
Fantasy & Science Fiction (sfsite.com/fsf), those changes (in 2017 for the first two and 2009 for
the latter) likely minimized the potential damage caused by the decrease in newsstand
availability.Beyond the bookstore closures, there were delays further up the chain at both



traditional printers and print-on-demand facilities, impacting the full-range of projects from self-
published work to major publishers. These were largely concentrated around the peak of the
pandemic as lockdown orders were issued in the US and Canada. A paper shortage led to many
printers raising prices towards the end of the year. We should probably expect to be paying more
for printed media in the coming year.A few smaller publications and small press publishers also
indicated that the cancellation of local conventions impacted their direct sales and marketing
efforts. Even when replaced with online events, virtual dealers rooms failed to provide a viable
alternative for these publishers. There was hope that this was merely a transitional problem. If
improvements can be made, online conventions could present these publications with an
opportunity to extend their reach to an even greater worldwide audience.Irrelevant of the size or
type of project, however, some of the biggest challenges were those directly impacting the daily
lives of their authors, editors, publishers, and staff. Adaptation was frequently happening behind-
the-scenes and not immediately apparent to readers. For example, it wasn’t uncommon for a
magazine’s table of contents to shift late in the process to accommodate authors originally
scheduled for those issues. If anything, it showed a great resiliency across the industry.Not
unsurprisingly, the process of acquiring stories was also impacted. Short fiction is normally
acquired either by solicitation (invitation-only) or open submissions (anyone can submit a work).
Solicited submissions are considered a standard practice with anthologies from larger
publishers and it’s also the dominant method of acquisition at Tor.com and Future Tense
(slate.com/tag/ future-tense-fiction). Others employ varying degrees of a hybrid approach, like
many Kickstarter anthologies, Uncanny Magazine (uncannymagazine. com), or Future Science
Fiction (future-sf.com). The common practice among the greatest number of magazines,
however, is open submissions. This is where a significant percentage of the new voices, themes,
and techniques find their initial foothold in the field. Given the importance of these contributions,
any fluctuations here can have a significant downstream impact.If there was a theme that
dominated submissions, it was pandemic fiction, but that was nothing in comparison to other
changes reported at all but a few markets. Several editors mentioned unusual high and low
swings in the volume of submissions that eventually began to level off towards the last quarter of
the year. This was often paired with claims of an increase in the number of authors submitting
work for the first time. In my own tracking, I observed a significant increase in the number of
submissions from outside the US, sometimes jumping in regions experiencing spikes in COVID
cases. Some editors theorized that these changes were the likely side-effect of lock-downs and
layoffs providing authors with the time to pursue their dream of writing. There’s no concrete
evidence to support this, but regardless, the increase was welcomed and perceived as a
positive for the year. Should many of these authors continue to pursue these goals post-
pandemic, we could end up seeing ripples for years to come.And that now brings us to
readership. Since they’ve been around the longest, I’ll start with the three magazines I
mentioned earlier: Analog, Asimov’s, and F&SF. Between the three, they share a common print
ancestry, and are among those with the largest paid readerships. Their subscription and



newsstand numbers are often quoted with little insight into what it actually means to the field. For
example, many have chosen to see data as an opportunity to declare the death of print or even
short fiction. On the other extreme, we also have people who, on looking at the wide array of
markets, proclaim that we’re in a new golden age for short fiction. Both are guilty of looking at
only a part of the equation, even without a pandemic adding more color to the picture.These
three publications are the ones with the most solid financial footing, with the possible exception
of corporate-sponsored sites like Tor.com— paid for by Tor Books, which is part of the massive
Holtzbrinck Publishing Group. (Side note: Corporate-sponsored sites are rare, but always feel
more at-risk to me since a change in corporate opinion or staffing can lead to a sudden demise.
Take SciFi’s shuttering of SciFiction in 2005, for example.) If it wasn’t for the rise of digital
publishing in the mid-late aughts, their critics’ concerns might be more relevant. Analog and
Asimov’s digital subscriptions now account for half or more of their readership. F&SF does not
publish the figures for their digital edition, but an early relationship with Ebook Library (for
exclusive access, now expired) and its sales rank there suggests that the same is likely true of
them as well.Over the last five years, Analog has dropped from 13,066 print subscriptions to
9,396, a loss of 3,670; Asimov’s has dropped from 8,191 to 6,160, a loss of 2,031; and F&SF
has dropped from 7,247 to 5,257, a loss of 1,990. That may seem disastrous, but it appears it’s
actually symptomatic of a change in reading habits. In the same time period, Analog has risen
from 5,734 digital subscriptions to 8,879, a gain of 3,145 and Asimov’s has risen from 7,078 to
10,483, a gain of 3,405. These magazines also receive additional income from single issue
newsstand sales and on average, this adds around two thousand print copies per month. (This is
where any pandemic losses would have happened.) None of them report digital single-issue
sales, but there is additional revenue generated there that would not have been impacted by
store closures.The total paid subscription numbers are down during this window, but the income
generated by the different formats is not equal. Annual US subscriptions (6 issues) to Analog
and Asimov’s are $35.97 print (up by a dollar over 2019) and $35.88 digital. F&SF subscriptions
are $39.97 print and $36.97 digital. While the prices for digital and print subscriptions are
relatively similar, print subscriptions cost the publisher more due to printing and shipping,
ultimately making the digital editions more profitable. The upwards trend in digital subscriptions
should offset the declining print subscriptions and with increasing printing and postal costs
eating into profits, this development is better for the long-term health of these publications.Now,
for comparison, let’s take a look at three of the publications (with subscription options and free
online editions) that have had works nominated for major genre awards in recent years:
Clarkesworld (clarkesworldmagazine. com), Lightspeed (lightspeedmagazine.com), and
Uncanny. In the last five years, online readership at Clarkesworld increased from 39,000 to
44,000, gaining 5,000; Lightspeed increased from 25,000 to 29,800, gaining 4,800; and
Uncanny (only a couple of years old at the time) increased from 27,000 to 40,200, gaining
13,200. Paid subscriptions at Clarkesworld increased from 3,300 to 3,900, gaining 600;
Lightspeed decreased from 2300 to 2200, losing 100; and Uncanny increased from 1,300 to



2,300, gaining 1000.Each of these publications also has a free audio podcast not reflected in
these numbers, but can frequently add thousands of listeners to their reach. (Previous year’s
data among all markets indicates a range of 6,000-29,000 listeners.) Among the publications
that offer podcasts, many reported that 2020 was a down year. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that a large portion of the audience for these podcasts are commuters and with many people
working from home or furloughed, there was much less of this happening during the year. Oddly
enough, this doesn’t seem to have impacted the greater audiobook and podcast market as both
showed increased activity during the pandemic.As one would expect, the magazines offering
free editions generally have a greater audience size than those that do not, providing the former
with an upper hand in both marketing and awards. This is one of the reasons very few works
from paywall magazines and anthologies have been represented in vote-based awards while still
finding more balanced representation among juried awards and the variety of year’s best
anthologies like this one.Looking at circulation figures and awards results can very easily lead to
the mistaken conclusion that the non-free venues are the ones in trouble. If you compare the
paid readerships between the two groups, however, you see a very different picture. Despite the
awards and accolades, the publications offering free fiction have considerable difficulty getting
their readers to subscribe and support. This is widespread among the magazines publishing
short fiction in this manner and often worse for the smaller publications.That difference in paid
readership results in a large number of those publications having difficulty paying their editors
and other staff. While the field has a strong culture of “pay the author” and SFWA even publishes
a “minimum qualifying rate” of eight cents/word that guides the field, no such guidance exists for
narrators, proofreaders, slush readers, artists, translators, editors, or any of the many other
positions needed to produce these publications. A significant portion of these skilled positions
are staffed by low or unpaid labor. That not only limits who can participate in the field and
gambles with the futures of those publications, but also suppresses market incentive to pay for
work. Volunteerism can be a viable option, but it cannot be a requirement of a healthy short
fiction ecosystem. The concept of a new “golden age” for short fiction must include supporting
the people working in the field or we are simply deluding ourselves.As each new year passes, I
become more certain that the current system for magazines is a carefully built house of cards.
The overall pool of money coming into short fiction is too low to be sustainable for the variety of
publications we have. To be clear, I’m not suggesting that we need to reduce their numbers, but
financial pressures may lead to that outcome if things remain unchanged.Instead, I’m
suggesting that we need to see a culture shift in financially supporting free content. The
prevalence of online fiction (to which I admittedly contribute) has created the perception that
short fiction should be free, establishing a financial value that’s unrealistic and problematic.
Furthermore, most short fiction magazines are underpriced. While book prices have steadily
increased over the years, the prices for magazine subscriptions have remained largely
unchanged. $1.99 and $2.99 per month have practically become carved-in-stone standards. It’s
no secret these things must change for the health of the field. In fact, some editors were



considering revisions to their pricing structure before the pandemic placed those plans on
hold.Digital subscriptions to your favorite magazine might not always be available via the
traditional routes. Policies at many of the better-known chains and online bookstores can make it
difficult or impossible for small or new publishers to offer these options to readers. If you prefer
print editions, your subscription options are even more limited. For good reason, most of the
publications launched in the last decade don’t offer them as an option. The financial risks and
badly broken distribution systems make it even more unlikely they ever will.Fortunately, there are
many alternatives for magazines to choose from when offering methods for readers or listeners
to support them financially. A popular option for magazines and many authors has been to set up
a Patreon (patreon.com) page. This allows them the ability to offer a variety of monthly or per-
creation options to support them on an ongoing basis. Memberful (memberful.com), currently
owned by Patreon, is another service that provides tools for offering subscriptions directly from a
publisher’s website. While Kickstarter (kickstarter.com) is aimed more towards one-and-done
projects (like anthologies), several magazines use it to get their seed money to launch, fund
special projects, or in some cases, hold annual fundraisers.If you read a magazine, I urge you to
search their website for details on how to best support them. If you have the option, I
recommend supporting them via subscriptions over one-time gifts. Knowing they’ll receive
roughly X each month helps them plan and budget for the long term and, in some cases, avoid
the need for stressful “fund-or-die” campaigns. All that makes it more likely that you’ll be able to
continue enjoying their work for years to come.Where do anthologies and collections stand in all
this? The finances here are much more stable, but the field’s largest publishers tend to avoid
them simply because they don’t generally earn enough to justify a place in their lineup. The pay
for those projects may not be fantastic, but if you’re reading an anthology from one of those
publishers, you can almost assuredly expect that everyone will have been paid. If they’re lucky,
they might even earn royalties.The majority of anthologies I receive, however, end up being
published by small press publishers or independent editors. This year, there were some that
didn’t pay their editors, but they were the minority. (I’m ignoring charity anthologies where such
behavior can be more than appropriate.) Several of those were Kickstarter projects where the
editor/campaign manager waived their fee to keep the funding goal a bit lower.While anthologies
and collections tend to be better at making sure editors and their teams are paid, the publishers
shoulder more risk, particularly when traditional bookstore distribution is involved. That system
passes all the risk from bookstores and distributors directly onto the publisher. They can lose a
significant amount of money (in return fees from the distributor) simply because a bookstore
overestimated demand for a title and decides to return a large order. A similar burden faces
magazines that have print newsstand distribution, but in their case it’s a little easier for
bookstores to anticipate demand from issue-to-issue. On the downside, magazines aren’t
returned. They are destroyed.Instead of traditional distribution, many small press publishers opt
to use print-on-demand (POD) technology which can offer more protections against this
scenario but sharply decreases the number of stores willing to stock their titles. This method



also eliminates the need to print and store the entire print run at once. This comes at the
expense of higher per-unit costs. Much like the magazines, anthologies and collections also
benefit strongly from digital editions which tend to be lower risk and cost. These often generate
more revenue than the print editions and help make these projects financially viable. The
overwhelming majority of the anthologies and collections I considered this year were published
in both POD and digital editions.Magazine Comings and GoingsAnalog—originally Astounding—
reached its ninetieth anniversary in January and celebrated throughout the year. This year’s six
issues featured retro-styled covers and a reprint in each issue representing works published in
the ‘40s, ‘50s, ‘60s, ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s. They also serialized Derek Künsken’s novel The House
of Styx over the first half of the year, making it the only novel originally published in a magazine
this year. Some of their best stories included works by M.L. Clark, Alec Nevala-Lee, Dominica
Phetteplace, and Catherine Wells.Asimov’s published six issues and more novellas (eight) than
any other science fiction magazine this year. Stories selected for this anthology include works by
Eleanor Arnason, Julie Novakova, and Mercurio D. Rivera. Also notable were pieces by Timons
Esaias, Ted Kosmatka, Nancy Kress, Rich Larson, and Ray Nayler.Towards the end of the year,
F&SF announced that editor C.C. Finlay was stepping down to devote more time to his writing.
Sheree Renée Thomas assumed the editorial mantle starting with the March/April 2021 issue.
Charlie ends his tenure at the magazine with a strong year that resulted in its best showing over
the six volumes of this series. Stories by M. Rickert, Nadia Afifi, Rati Mehrotra, and Ray Nayler
are included in this anthology. It was also a fine source for fantasy works.There was an increase
in the number of stories published on Tor.com over last year with the bulk of the expansion being
at the novelette length. They also collaborated with Fiyah (fiyahlitmag.com) to publish eight
works of flash fiction (works under one thousand words). In this volume, you’ll find Tor.com works
by Carolyn Ives Gilman, Carrie Vaughn, Maureen McHugh, and Rich Larson. Also of note were
stories by Charlie Jane Anders and Yoon Ha Lee.In January, Clarkesworld (which I edit)
published a story by Isabel Fall that attempted to reclaim a hurtful anti-trans meme. Isabel, who
was not out as trans at the time of publication, initially received praise for the story from both in
and outside the trans community before paranoia and bad faith assumptions about the author
and her motives began to gain momentum on Twitter and other sites. Nothing I can say can fully
demonstrate the level of cruelty demonstrated. Over the course of a few days, Isabel was
accused of being a Nazi, a transphobe, and worse, led Isabel to out herself, withdraw the story
from publication, and check into a psychiatric ward for thoughts of self-harm and suicide. After
the story’s removal, the situation inflamed again when it was used as an example of “cancel
culture” across social media and in articles at venues like Wired, The Atlantic, and The Verge.
Later renamed “Helicopter Story,” the work has since developed a significant fan base, largely
through distribution of unauthorized copies of the work. Per the author’s wishes, it has not been
restored to publication at this time.Clarkesworld published more novelettes than any of the
publications reviewed in 2020. Stories by Arula Ratnakar, Rebecca Campbell, Sameem
Siddiqui, and Vajra Chandrasekera are included in this anthology. Also of note were stories by



Brenda Cooper, the above-mentioned Isabel Fall, Naomi Kritzer, and R.P. Sand.Matt Kressel
had the best story in Lightspeed this year, followed by works by Sunny Moraine and Em North.
The biggest news at Lightspeed, however, was John Joseph Adam’s decision to relaunch
Fantasy Magazine (fantasy-magazine.com), with issue #61 arriving in November 2020. Christie
Yant and Arley Sorg co-edit the magazine. Adam’s three magazines (horror magazine,
Nightmare, being the third) will now be co-published by Adams and Yant under the name
Adamant Press. This change does not alter the standard formula of 50-50 science fiction vs
fantasy in Lightspeed‘s contents.Strange Horizons (strangehorizons.com) published three
special issues in 2020 focusing on the climate crisis (March), chosen families (July), and the
work of writers from Mexico (November). Sister publication, Samovar
(samovar.strangehorizons.com), has a focus on works in translation and remains one of the few
outlets that publishes translations in both English and its original language. Three issues were
published in 2020 with stories from five languages.While Escape Pod (escapepod.org) is
commonly referred to as a podcast, its audio-only roots are the only difference from many of the
other “magazines” that have launched in recent years. This year, they celebrated their fifteen
anniversary and published an anthology (discussed below) to celebrate the milestone.Uncanny
Magazine completed its sixth year and ran a successful Kickstarter campaign (their seventh) to
fund their next year. They primarily published short stories (with three novelettes being the
exception), and their strongest works continue to be fantasy, which they tend to lean more
towards. My favorite story there this year was by Ken Liu.After losing their sponsor in 2019,
Future Science Fiction Digest (future-sf. com) continued to publish smaller quarterly issues in
2020. Their sponsorship from Future Affairs Administration that was cancelled last year was
restored late this year, allowing them to return to full-sized issues. They published two special
issues: a translation-heavy East Asia Special issue and a medically themed issue (guest edited
by RM Ambrose). Among the best they published this year are works by Simone Heller and Julie
Novakova.Galaxy’s Edge (galaxysedge.com) editor and award-winning author Mike Resnick
passed away in early January. Publisher Shahid Mahmud announced that author and Arc Manor
assistant publisher Lezli Robyn would take over as editor starting with issue 43, a special issue
dedicated to Mike and his many contributions to the field. Several of Mike’s stories have been
reprinted in subsequent issues. Also unique to this magazine are serializations of classic
novels.Fiyah Magazine expanded operations this year to include FiyahCon, “a virtual convention
centering the perspectives and celebrating the contributions of BIPOC in speculative fiction” and
the Ignyte Awards, which “seek to celebrate the vibrancy and diversity of the current and future
landscapes of science fiction, fantasy, and horror by recognizing incredible feats in storytelling
and outstanding efforts toward inclusivity of the genre.” A spontaneous mid-year and third-party
subscription drive also allowed them to start paying SFWA minimum qualifying rates starting in
October.Late in the year, publisher Pablo Defendini resigned from all editorial functions at
Fireside Fiction Company, which includes Fireside Magazine (firesidefiction.com), following the
publication of a podcast in which their narrator used “an offensive stereotype of the American



southern Black accent.” The situation generated a substantial amount of public outcry and news
coverage in places like the Washington Post. Brian J. White, founder and former editor of the
magazine, has stepped in as Interim Editorial Director and plans to select a new editor for the
magazine in 2021. The print edition of the magazine has been suspended.At the end of the year,
it was announced that PS Publishing would take over publishing Interzone (ttapress.com/
interzone) from TTA Press with Ian Whates assuming responsibility as the new editor. Over the
next few weeks, however, the deal fell through, with editor Andy Cox siding with subscribers who
had raised concerns about the agreement. These events will have an impact on their 2021
publication schedule, but details are unspecified at this time. Andy Dudak wrote what I
considered to be Interzone‘s best story this year. They also published notable stories by
Alexander Glass and Eugenia Triantafyllou.Infinite Worlds Magazine
(infiniteworldsmagazine.com) published four full-color print issues in 2020 and began offering
subscriptions at the end of the year.While many editors lamented the sharp increase in
pandemic-related story submissions, Reckoning Magazine (reckoning.press) leaned in,
devoting one of their two issues this year to “Creativity and Coronavirus.” They’ve also made the
decision to switch to a model that only employs guest editors from now on.SciPhi Journal
(sciphijournal.org) abandoned the old paywall business model employed by its previous owners
and has made much of its past content available for free. They are now operating as an all-
volunteer non-profit.The pandemic and other factors played into DreamForge Magazine
(dreamforgemagazine.com) decreasing its annual output to three issues in 2020. Publishers
Scot and Jane Noel have announced that in 2021, DreamForge Magazine will become
DreamForge Anvil. The move eliminates their print edition and switches their publication
schedule to six online issues/year accompanied by a monthly eNewsletter.Canadian magazine
Neo-Opsis (neo-opsis.ca) announced in October that they too would be eliminating their print
edition and turning to a digital-only model starting with issue 31. They cited the rising costs of
paper, printing, mailing, and distribution, particularly during COVID, as necessitating the move.
“It was go digital or close down completely.”Apex Magazine didn’t stay closed for long. In July
they announced a Kickstarter campaign to relaunch the magazine, and within the month 779
supporters helped them secure funding for an entire year—two issues of which will be special
theme issues. Apex will start publishing again in January 2021 and switch to a bimonthly
publication schedule to allow their staff to “have a better work-life balance.”Tory Hoke and
Stewart C Baker decided to put sub-Q Magazine (sub-q. com) on “indefinite hiatus” after their
August 2020 issue. They describe it as “closing down for the near future but we don’t like to say
we’re closing down forever.”After partnering with Flame Tree Press and coming back for one
issue, Compelling Science Fiction (compellingsciencefiction.com) has once again gone on
hiatus. Editor Joe Stech says this was “mainly due to the fact that I’m working on a startup
project that is consuming all of my available time.”Editor and publisher Paul Campbell launched
Cossmass Infinities (cossmass.com), a science fiction and fantasy short story magazine, in
January. Some stories are available for free via their website, but others are exclusive to their



print and ebook editions.In late May, Hexagon SF Magazine (hexagonmagazine.ca), edited by
JW Stebner, published its first quarterly issue. Three issues were published in 2020, and
Patreon subscribers receive early access to new issues. Stories may be published in English or
French.Neon Hemlock Press announced the launch of Baffling Magazine (bafflingmag.com), a
quarterly publication featuring flash (which they define as stories under 1200 words) science
fiction, fantasy, and horror with a queer bent. The magazine is co-edited by Craig L. Gidney and
dave ring and published its first issue in October.A successful Kickstarter campaign in late 2020
led to the creation of Constelación Magazine (constelacionmagazine.com), a quarterly bilingual
speculative fiction magazine, with stories appearing in both English and Spanish. The magazine
is co-edited by Coral Alejandra Moore and Eliana González Ugarte. A sample issue (#0.5) was
published in 2020, but the first issue isn’t scheduled until 2021.This hardly represents the
entirety of the magazines publishing science fiction in English, however. Other magazines such
as Abyss & Apex, Apparition Lit, Arsenika, Aurealis, Andromeda Spaceways, Beneath
Ceaseless Skies, Daily Science Fiction, Diabolical Plots, Flash Fiction Online, Forever, James
Gunn’s Ad Astra, Kaleidotrope, LCRW, Little Blue Marble, Metaphorosis, Mythaxis, Omenana,
On Spec, Shoreline of Infinity, The Future Fire, and many more dot the landscape.Podcasts are
also an important part of the ecosystem. Magazines like Asimov’s, Clarkesworld, Escape Pod,
Lightspeed, and Uncanny offer some or all of their stories in audio that supplements their print
and/or digital editions. Others like StarShipSofa (starshipsofa.com) and Levar Burton Reads
(levarburtonpodcast.com) offer audio-only options.There’s also an increasing amount of genre
fiction appearing in various non-genre publications like Nature, Wired, and Slate. Wired‘s Future
of Work series (wired.com/story/future-of-work-introduction-2020) and the ongoing Future Tense
Science Fiction series (slate.com/tag/future-tense-fiction) were of particular interest this
year.Anthologies and CollectionsAs noted, the publication schedules for many anthologies slid
around a bit in 2020, but there was no shortage of variety. The year was bookended by two
anthologies that I found quite enjoyable: Avatars Inc., edited by Ann VanderMeer, and
Rebuilding Tomorrow, by Tsana Dolichva. The casual reader may have very well missed hearing
about either of these.Avatars Inc. was originally published by XPRIZE in both online and ebook
editions, but has since become unavailable. With any luck it will be available again in some form
by the time you are reading this. The best stories in this anthology are by Adrian Tchaikovsky,
James S. A. Corey, and Ken Liu. Also worth finding are the stories by Indrapramit Das, Aliette De
Bodard, Robert Reed, Johanna Sinisalo, Tade Thompson, and JY Yang.Rebuilding Tomorrow
was funded by a Kickstarter campaign and published by Twelfth Planet Press, an Australian
boutique publisher that has a history of producing some excellent work. This anthology features
some wonderful stories by Bogi Takács, Fran Wilde, and S.B. Divya.Asimov’s editor, Sheila
Williams, edited this year’s MIT Press Twelve Tomorrow’s anthology: Tomorrow’s Lovers,
Families, and Friends. Contributions by James Patrick Kelly and Nancy Kress are highlights of
the anthology. Other strong works are by Xia Jia, Suzanne Palmer, and Nick Wolven.Jonathan
Strahan’s original anthology to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the word “Robot,” Made to



Order, was published by Solaris. The stars here were Sofia Samatar and Peter Watts, but Vina
Jie-Min Prasad’s and Alastair Reynolds’ stories were strong as well.As part of their 15th
anniversary celebration, Escape Pod assembled EscapePod the Science Fiction Anthology,
edited by Mur Lafferty and S.B. Divya. Like the magazine, this anthology contains a mix of
original and reprint stories. My favorite original story was by Tobias S. Buckell.A more unusual
approach to anthologies was employed with the Dystopia Triptych, edited by John Joseph
Adams, Christie Yant, and Hugh Howey. These three interconnected anthologies (Ignorance is
Strength, Burn the Ashes, and Or Else the Light) each include stories told by the same authors
(in the same order) but with each volume focusing on a different period of time: before, during,
and after the dystopia.It’s sometimes hard to tell where the line between an online anthology and
a magazine is. I placed Wired‘s Future of Work series in magazines largely due to its parent’s
status as a magazine. Another online collection of stories was published by Arizona State
University’s Us in Flux (csi.asu.edu/usinflux), and I’m placing it here because its parent is
decidedly not a magazine. You could probably make a strong case for either being in the other
category or neither. That said, I recommend Tochi Onyebuchi’s story in this one.Dominion: An
Anthology of Speculative Fiction from Africa and the African Diaspora, edited by Zelda Knight
and Oghenechovwe Donald Ekpeki and published by Aurelia Leo, included science fiction and
fantasy. My favorite was Dilman Dila’s story, but I also found Marian Denise Moore’s of note.As in
recent years, the most common theme I observed in anthologies was to place a special
emphasis or focus on authors that share common identity or background. Works like these
provide an opportunity for underrepresented groups to band together and highlight the work
done in their communities. For readers, they provide the chance to broaden the range of their
reading and/or discover authors and stories more like themselves. Unlike a traditional theme
project, like an AI anthology, you’ll often find a lot more variety in the stories published
here.Some of the 2020 anthologies that represent this theme include: That We May Live:
Speculative Chinese Fiction, published by Two Lines; Latinx Rising: An Anthology of Latinx
Science Fiction and Fantasy, edited by Matthew David Goodwin; Africanfuturism: An Anthology,
edited by Wole Talabi (available as a free download from brittlepaper.com); Silk & Steel: A Queer
Speculative Adventure Anthology, edited by Janine A. Southard; Glitter + Ashes: Queer Tales of
a World That Wouldn’t Die, edited by dave ring; and Avatar - Indian Science Fiction, edited by
Tarun K. Saint and Francesco Verso.Recent events influenced the next two most common
themes. Given the news headlines in the US and other places, it’s not surprising to find that
politics and the pandemic inspired several small press anthologies. Among these were And the
Last Trump Shall Sound, published by CAEZIK SF & Fantasy; Consolation Songs: Optimistic
Speculative Fiction For A Time of Pandemic, edited by Iona Datt Sharma; Stories of Hope and
Wonder: In Support of the UK’s Healthcare Workers, published by NewCon Press; and
Recognize Fascism, edited by Crystal M Huff.In my reading, I counted over forty single author
short story collections. The majority of stories included in these collections were previously
published in the years before, but they are very much worth revisiting. I particularly enjoyed: The



Best of Elizabeth Bear by Elizabeth Bear; Instantiation by Greg Egan; Settling the World:
Selected Stories 1970-2020 by M. John Harrison; A Summer Beyond Your Reach by Xia Jia; To
Hold Up the Sky by Cixin Liu; The Hidden Girl and Other Stories by Ken Liu; The Ship Whisperer
by Julie Novakova; Stan’s Kitchen: A Robinson Reader by Kim Stanley Robinson; Alien Heresies
by S. P. Somtow; Nine Bar Blues by Sheree Renée Thomas; and Masters of Science Fiction:
Kate Wilhelm, Volumes 1 & 2 by Kate Wilhelm.The 2020 ScorecardMy selections for this year
include thirty-two works, up four from last year. For those interested in tracking the sources of the
stories selected:Stories IncludedPercentageMagazines2165.6%Anthologies1234.4%Collections
00%Standalone00%These categories represent a total of fourteen different sources, which is
the same quantity as last year. If you break down the magazines by those that started in print vs.
those that started as digital publications, print had the upper hand by one. The number of
venues represented favored print at five to four. The digital-originating publications had the same
quantity of stories in 2019, but the print-originating increased by five. (This method of
differentiating the markets is silly, but useful in demonstrating that the print part of the family is
still producing award-worthy works.) The eleven stories from anthologies represent five different
markets. There’s one more story here than last year, but the same number of
markets.Standalone works are those that were published on their own and not connected to any
of the other categories. Most commonly, these are separately published novellas. There were
two included in last year’s list and none this year. Short story collections have not been
represented with selections in the last two volumes. These generally consist of previously
published works, but sometimes include new stories.Short stories (under 7,500 words) and
novelettes (under 17,500 words) were nearly balanced with seventeen short stories and fifteen
novelettes making the list. There were thirteen of each last year. Novellas (under 40,000 words)
dropped from two last year to zero.And from the recommended reading list:Stories IncludedPerc
entageMagazines2454.5%Anthologies1840.9%Collections00Standalone24.5%There were
forty-five stories on the recommended reading list last year and forty-four this year. Magazines
dropped by two and anthologies increased by six. Collections decreased by three and
standalone dropped by one. The remaining difference comes from a single story classified as
“other” last year.When you combine the recommended reading list with those included in this
book, the total is three greater than the previous year. Despite the lack of novellas in this year’s
volume, that side of the field continues to produce good work at that length. In my opinion, it was
a far better year for fantasy novellas than science fiction novellas, both in quantity and quality.
Tor.com Publishing is widely considered the leader here and dominates the category in various
awards, but quality novellas can be found in a wider variety of sources than those awards reflect.
Magazines (most frequently Asimov’s, Analog, F&SF, and Clarkesworld) as well as publishers
like Tachyon (tachyonpublications.com) and Subterranean Press (subterraneanpress.com),
among others, are viable alternative sources.The International EffectAs noted in recent years,
your opportunities to find short fiction in translation are on the rise. Clarkesworld, Future Science
Fiction, and Samovar continue to regularly publish works in translation, but you can find the



occasional translation published in the field’s many magazines and anthologies. I’ll be adding
questions about the publication of translations to next year’s publication survey in hopes of
tracking this trend more closely.When it comes to the local US science fiction community’s
bubble, however, the biggest change in 2020 could be observed in our science fiction
conventions. As a side effect of the lockdowns during the pandemic, many conventions
temporarily transitioned to online format rather than cancel entirely. This time period also saw the
birth of a few new conventions like Fiyahcon or Flights of Foundry that fully embraced the
medium. There was also a wide variety of smaller events focused on single panels or readings
put on by bookshops, publishers, and writing groups/organizations.Without the expense or need
to travel, the barriers to attending these events were greatly diminished and allowed greater
participation from communities that couldn’t dedicate the time or money required to attend in-
person conventions. Both small regional events and larger conventions like Worldcon received
an influx of fans and professionals from around the world, opening opportunities to build new
bridges, inspire collaborations, and gain exposure to perspectives otherwise unrepresented in
the past. There is a strong desire to return to “in-person” congoing and fandom is rather
dedicated to its traditions, but there is hope that the benefits realized this year are not discarded
entirely. Many, both here and abroad, would like to see these opportunities continued in some
manner.One of the biggest challenges for publishers looking to cast a wider net in their
recruitment of new writers, stories, and novels is that authors from outside the US (and to some
extent, the UK, Canada, and Australia) have historically felt unwelcome. If the conventions can
continue to provide opportunities for long-distance fans, readers, and professionals to connect,
it will be a major improvement in addressing that problem. That alone makes it worth the effort
and will reward us all in the long run.Notable 2020 AwardsThe 78th World Science Fiction
Convention, ConZealand, was the first virtual Worldcon and held from July 29th through August
2nd, 2020. The 2020 Hugo Awards, presented at Worldcon 78, were: Best Novel, A Memory
Called Empire, by Arkady Martine; Best Novella, This Is How You Lose the Time War, by Amal El-
Mohtar and Max Gladstone; Best Novelette, “Emergency Skin,” by N.K. Jemisin; Best Short
Story, “As the Last I May Know,” by S.L. Huang; Best Series, The Expanse, by James S. A.
Corey; Best Related Work, “2019 John W. Campbell Award Acceptance Speech,” by Jeannette
Ng; Best Graphic Story or Comic, LaGuardia, written by Nnedi Okorafor, art by Tana Ford, colors
by James Devlin; Best Dramatic Presentation (long form), Good Omens, written by Neil Gaiman,
directed by Douglas Mackinnon; Best Dramatic Presentation (short form), The Good Place: “The
Answer”, written by Daniel Schofield, directed by Valeria Migliassi Collins; Best Editor, Short
Form, Ellen Datlow; Best Professional Editor, Long Form, Navah Wolfe; Best Professional Artist,
John Picacio; Best Semiprozine, Uncanny; Best Fanzine, The Book Smugglers; Best Fancast,
Our Opinions Are Correct; Best Fan Writer, Bogi Takács; Best Fan Artist, Elise Matthesen; plus
the Lodestar Award for Best Young Adult Book, Catfishing on CatNet, by Naomi Kritzer and the
Astounding Award for Best New Writer, R.F. Kuang. This was the first time the Astounding Award
was given under its new name after being renamed from The John W. Campbell Award for Best



New Writer in late 2019.The 2019 Nebula Awards, presented during a virtual ceremony, on May
30, 2019, were: Best Novel, A Song for a New Day, by Sarah Pinsker; Best Novella, This Is How
You Lose the Time War, by Amal El-Mohtar and Max Gladstone; Best Novelette, “Carpe Glitter,”
by Cat Rambo; Best Short Story, “Give the Family My Love,” by A.T. Greenblatt; Best Game
Writing, The Outer Worlds; Ray Bradbury Award, Good Omens: “Hard Times”; the Andre Norton
Award to Riverland, by Fran Wilde; the Kate Wilhelm Solstice Award to John Picacio and David
Gaughran; the Kevin O’ Donnell Jr. Service to SFWA Award to Julia Rios; and the Damon Knight
Memorial Grand Master Award to Lois McMaster Bujold.The 2019 World Fantasy Awards,
presented during a virtual ceremony on November 1, 2020, during the Forty-sixth Annual World
Fantasy Convention, were: Best Novel, Queen of the Conquered, by Kacen Callender; Best
Novella, “The Butcher’s Table,” by Nathan Ballingrud; Best Short Fiction, “Read After Burning,” by
Maria Dahvana Headley; Best Collection, Song for the Unraveling of the World: Stories, by Brian
Evenson; Best Anthology, New Suns: Original Speculative Fiction by People of Color, edited by
Nisi Shawl; Best Artist, Kathleen Jennings; Special Award (Professional), to Ebony Elizabeth
Thomas, for The Dark Fantastic: Race and the Imagination from Harry Potter to the Hunger
Games; Special Award (Non-Professional), to Bodhisattva Chattopadhyay, Laura E. Goodin and
Esko Suoranta, for Fafnir – Nordic Journal of Science Fiction and Fantasy Research. Lifetime
Achievement Awards to Rowena Morrill and Karen Joy Fowler. This year’s judges were Gwenda
Bond, Galen Dara, Michael Kelly, Victor LaValle, and Adam Roberts.The 2020 Locus Awards,
presented during a virtual ceremony on June 27, 2020, were: Science Fiction Novel, The City in
the Middle of the Night, by Charlie Jane Anders; Fantasy Novel, Middlegame, by Seanan
McGuire; Horror Novel, Black Leopard, Red Wolf, by Marlon James; Young Adult Novel, Dragon
Pearl, by Yoon Ha Lee; First Novel, Gideon the Ninth, by Tamsyn Muir; Novella, This Is How You
Lose the Time War, by Amal El-Mohtar & Max Gladstone; Novelette, “Omphalos,” by Ted Chiang;
Short Story, “The Bookstore at the End of America,” by Charlie Jane Anders; Anthology, New
Suns: Original Speculative Fiction by People of Color, edited by Nisi Shawl; Collection,
Exhalation, by Ted Chiang; Magazine, Tor.com; Publisher, Tor Books; Editor, Ellen Datlow; Artist,
John Picacio; Non-Fiction, Monster, She Wrote: The Women Who Pioneered Horror and
Speculative Fiction, by Lisa Kröger & Melanie R. Anderson, Illustrated and Art Book, Spectrum
26: The Best in Contemporary Fantastic Art, edited by John Fleskes; Special Award, Writing the
Other, Nisi Shawl, Cynthia Ward, & K. Tempest Bradford.The inaugural IGNYTE Awards were
presented during the FIYAHCON virtual convention. Winners were: Best Novel, Gods of Jade
and Shadow, by Silvia Moreno-Garcia; Best Novel YA, We Hunt the Flame, by Hafsah Faizal;
Best Middle Grade, Tristan Strong Punches a Hole in the Sky, by Kwame Mbalia; Best Novella,
This Is How You Lose the Time War, by Max Gladstone & Amal El-Mohtar; Best Novelette,
“Emergency Skin,” by N K Jemisin; Best Short Story, “A Brief Lesson in Native American
Astronomy,” by Rebecca Roanhorse; Best in Speculative Poetry, “A Conversation Between the
Embalmed Heads of Lampião and Maria Bonita on Public Display at the Baiano State Forensic
Institute, Circa Mid-20th Century,” by Woody Dismukes; Critics Award, Alex Brown; Best Science



Fiction Podcast, LeVar Burton Reads; Best Artist, Grace P. Fong; Best Comics Team, These
Savage Shores, by Ram V, Sumit Kumar, Vitorio Astone, Aditya Bidikar, & Tim Daniel; Best
Anthology/Collected Works, New Suns: Original Speculative Fiction by People of Color, edited
by Nisi Shaw; Best in Creative Non-Fiction, “Black Horror Rising,” by Tananarive Due; Ember
Award, LeVar Burton; Community Award, Strange Horizons.The 2020 Dragon Award Winners
were Best Science Fiction Novel, The Last Emperox, by John Scalzi; Best Fantasy Novel, The
Starless Sea, by Erin Morgenstern; Best Young Adult / Middle Grade Novel, Finch Merlin and the
Fount of Youth, by Bella Forrest; Best Military Science Fiction or Fantasy Novel, Savage Wars,
by Jason Anspach & Nick Cole; Best Alternate History Novel, Witchy Kingdom, by D. J. Butler;
Best Media Tie-In Novel, Firefly – The Ghost Machine, by James Lovegrove; Best Horror Novel,
The Twisted Ones, by T. Kingfisher; Best Comic Book, Avengers, by Jason Aaron and Ed
McGuinness; Best Graphic Novel, Battlestar Galactica Counterstrike, by John Jackson Miller
and Daniel HDR; Best Science Fiction or Fantasy TV Series, The Mandalorian; Best Science
Fiction or Fantasy Movie, Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker; Best Science Fiction or Fantasy
PC / Console Game, Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order; Best Science Fiction or Fantasy Mobile
Game, Minecraft Earth; Best Science Fiction or Fantasy Board Game, Tapestry; Best Science
Fiction or Fantasy Miniatures / Collectible Card / Role-Playing Game, Magic: The Gathering:
Throne of Eldraine.The 2020 Theodore Sturgeon Memorial Award for Best Short Story was won
by: “Waterlines,” by Suzanne Palmer.The 2020 Philip K. Dick Memorial Award went to: Sooner or
Later Everything Falls into the Sea, by Sarah Pinsker and a special citation went to The Little
Animals, by Sarah Tolmie.The 2020 Arthur C. Clarke Award was won by: The Old Drift, by
Namwali Serpell.The 2019 Otherwise Award (previously the James Tiptree, Jr. Memorial Award)
was given to Freshwater, by Akwaeke Emezi.The 2020 WSFA Small Press Award: “The Partisan
and the Witch,” by Charlotte Honigman.The 2019 Sidewise Award for Alternate History was
deferred until 2021.In MemoriamAmong those the field lost in 2020 are:Mike Resnick, author,
anthologist, editor, and mentor, winner of five Hugo Awards, a Nebula Award, a Locus Award,
and many others around the world; Carol Serling, founder and editor of The Twilight Zone
Magazine, wife of Rod Serling; Christopher Tolkien, illustrated maps for The Lord of the Rings,
editor for his father’s (J. R. R. Tolkien) posthumous books; Charles Alverson, author, co-wrote the
original draft of Brazil with Terry Gilliam; Barbara Remington, artist, painted the covers for the
initial Ballantine editions of The Lord of the Rings as well as works by E.R. Eddison; Gudrun
Pausewang, YA author and winner of the Kurd-Laßwitz-Preis; Paul Barnett/John Grant, author,
editor, and two-time Hugo Award winner; Tim White, artist, provided covers for authors including
Arthur C. Clarke, Robert A. Heinlein, Frank Herbert, August Derleth, H. P. Lovecraft, Piers
Anthony, Bruce Sterling, and may more; Keith Ferrell, editor and biographer, Editor-in-Chief of
OMNI magazine, G-J Arnaud/ Saint-Gilles/Georges Murey, author and winner of the Prix Apollo,
the Prix Mystère, and the Prix du Quai des Orfèvres; Ye Yonglie, pioneer and one of the most
renowned science fiction writers in China; Charles R. Saunders, author of the Imaro series as
well as numerous short stories, World Fantasy and Aurora Award nominee; Dean Ing, author,



Hugo and Nebula Award nominee; Jim Holloway, artist, worked on interior illustrations for TSR’s
Dungeons and Dragons books, worked for Pacesetter and Sovereign Press; Jean-Pierre Laigle/
Jean-Pierre Moumon, author, editor, and translator; edited and published Antares; Robert Martin/
Ed Flixman, founding editor of Fangoria and edited Sci-Fi Entertainment and SCI FI Magazine;
Susan Sizemore, author of romance and science fiction novels; Brian N. Ball, teacher, author,
and anthologist; Andrei Moscovit, author and founder of Hermitage Publishers; Jean Rosenthal,
publisher and translator of works by Asimov, Simak, van Vogt, and many other science fiction
authors into French; Thomas RP Mielke, author and winner of the Kurd-Laßwitz-Preis, Ranco
Maria Ricci, publisher of the magazine FMR and several anthologies; Terry Goodkind,
bestselling author of The Sword of Truth series, which has been translated into over twenty
languages; John Daveridge, fan and the person responsible for introducing this editor to science
fiction; David Gale, editorial director at Simon & Schuster Young Readers for twenty-five years;
Janet Freer, agent, represented Michael Moorcock, Harlan Ellison, Anne McCaffrey, and Ursula
K. Le Guin, among others; Dick Lupoff, author, Hugo Award-winning fanzine co-editor of Xero;
Rachel Caine, author of several young adult series, including the Great Library and the
Morganville Vampires; Debra Doyle, author, co-author with Jim Macdonald, and winner of the
Mythopoeic Award; Kay McCauley, agent representing George R.R. Martin, Ian Tregellis,
Ramsey Campbell, and other science fiction and fantasy authors; Jael, artist, painted numerous
covers for Baen, DAW, and other publishers; M.A. Foster, author and two-time finalist for the
Campbell Award for Best New Author. Yasumi Kobayashi, author, winner of the Hayakawa
Award, and two-time Seiun finalist; Ben Bova, author of hard science fiction (including the
twenty-six volume Grand Tour series), former SFWA President, President Emeritus if the
National Space Society, edited Analog and was editorial director at Omni Magazine, six-time
Hugo Award winner; Phyllis Eisenstein, author, two-time Hugo and three-time Nebula Award
nominee; James E. Gunn, scholar, mentor, SFWA Grand Master, Science Fiction Hall of Fame
inductee, Worldcon Guest of Honor, Hugo Award winner and Nebula Award finalist, founded the
Center for the Study of Science Fiction and the Campbell Conference; Anton Strout, author and
host of the Once & Future Podcast.In ClosingI always try to end these introductions on a positive
note. After reading the above list of people we’ve lost and knowing that the year has taken so
much more from us (personally and professionally), that can be a challenge. As usual, I’ll look
towards the new writers for that inspiration and hope for the future.Each year, I try to single out a
new/new-ish author that has impressed me and I believe to be someone you should be paying
attention to. This year, I wanted to focus on a new author who had a passion for science fiction
and art, and was unafraid to make them one. It didn’t take me long to realize that Arula Ratnakar
was that writer. Arula is a scientist in her early twenties with only a few stories to her credit so far,
but each one has been a joy to read and led me down some interesting rabbit holes. I look
forward to each new story. Having had the opportunity to work with her, I’ve seen her infectious
enthusiasm for the science that influences the stories she writes. You’ll find one of those stories
in this anthology, so now, you too have something to look forward to. And that’s a great way to



end both a year and an introduction!Born in the Caribbean, Tobias S. Buckell is a New York
Times Bestselling and World Fantasy Award winning author. His novels and almost one hundred
stories have been translated into nineteen different languages. He has been nominated for the
Hugo Award, Nebula Award, World Fantasy Award, and Astounding Award for Best New
Science Fiction Author. He currently lives in Ohio.SCAR TISSUETobias S. BuckellThe evening
before you sign and take delivery of your son, you call Charlie and tell him you think you’ve made
a huge mistake.“Let me come on over and split a few with you,” he says. “I haven’t seen the fire
pit yet.”Charlie—a short, compact man with green eyes and a shaved head whom you met when
he delivered groceries the first few weeks you were housebound—brings over a six-pack. You
walk out into the complex’s community garden together. It used to be a parking lot, and the path
through the mushroom gardens under the solar panels is still faded gray asphalt and leftover
white lines. You’re careful with your right foot; you still haven’t gotten used to the way your
prosthetic moves. It’s easy to trip.You and Sienna from 4B have a fire pit and stone circle dug out
in your combined lots, and she’s grown a privacy wall of rosebushes that surround the relaxing
space. Charlie sits on one of the cedar benches as you fiddle with twigs to make a fire.This
beats the awkwardness of sitting down to talk right away. Your parents didn’t raise you to be
direct about feelings. Neither did the army, nor the warehouse you drove a forklift in. Charlie will,
if you let him.Making a fire gives you a moment to sort out all your feelings.Or maybe it just gives
you an excuse to delay talking about them.Charlie knows all that. It’s why he created an excuse
to come over.The beer is warm, but the bottle still sweats enough that it drips across the pale
plastic knuckles of your hand. You switch the bottle over to your other hand.“It’s too late to back
out now,” Charlie says.“I know.”“You need the money.”The fire starts to lick at the twigs and burn
brighter. You awkwardly drop yourself onto the bench across from Charlie and look down at his
tattered running shoes and the frayed edges of his gray jeans.“Everyone needs the money.” You
swig the cheap beer that’s the best either of you can manage. You can’t wait to afford something
from one of those smaller local breweries nearby.“But . . . ”You’ve been on disability since the
forklift accident. The apartment’s small, but Enthim Arms is nice. The shared garden out back,
the walking trails. You can’t use them as much as you’d like right now, but that physical therapist
keeps saying June is when you might be able to make it to the lake and back.It’ll hurt, but you’ve
never cared so much about seeing a mediocre quarry lake before.“Advent Robotics will pay me
more money to raise it than I made at the warehouse, and I can keep focusing on recovery while
doing it.” You raise your hand and flex it. A low battery alert blinks on your wrist.Plus, the bonus
at the end will give you enough to afford something only the rich usually can: regrowing your
forearm and your leg. Like a damn lizard. The biolabs that do that are so far out of your reach you
normally wouldn’t even consider it.And you want it all back. You want it to be just like it was
before the forklift started to tip over and Adam screamed at you to jump out, running toward you
as fast as he could, ridiculously long hair flying, his clipboard clattering on the floor.“So what’s
wrong?” Charlie asks softly, and you have to stare back at the fire to avoid the discomfort of
looking at another person.“I told myself I’d never have kids.” You look up from the brown bottle



and at the thorns that twist around each other in the vines that Sienna has so carefully trained.
“Can’t see my way to passing on the shit my parents gave to me.”“Damn,” Charlie nods, folds his
hands. “Cory, you can’t think you’ll be the same people they were. The fact that you’re scared
about this, that means you’re going to be such a better parent than they were.”“No.” You point a
finger over the neck of the beer bottle at him. “People say that, but that’s some backwards-assed
logic. Refusing to pass on the bad mistakes, understanding maybe you’re going to screw up
something you’re responsible for, that doesn’t mean you should go do it. I know I can’t go climb a
mountain without a rope, I’m going to fall. That was true even before the accident. Understanding
that fact doesn’t mean I’m going to be a great climber without a rope. It just means I realize I’m
going to fall.”“Fair enough,” Charlie says. “So you going to just send it back?”You look at the
blinking light on your right wrist.“I don’t know. Maybe.”You should ask how things are going.
Charlie started a new job helping an artist down the street weld large, corporate symbolic art
sculptures. Better than all the gig-economy stuff he’d been piecemealing together.You should
finally thank him for spending all that time chatting with you when he’d unload groceries, losing
money every second he went the extra mile.Instead you drink and talk about the weather.
Something inconsequential.“Well, even if you do screw up, it’s just a robot, right?” Charlie raises
the bottle of beer in a salute.Your son crawls out of the crate the next morning. It thrashes pieces
of the box aside and mewls in confusion as it turns on.Instant regret grips you as you try to grab
him, and one of his arms smashes the coffee table. Shattered glass bounces off the tile, and you
let go of his unyielding artificial skin.“Hey,” you tell the confused machine. “Easy!”It crunches
around in the glass, and you can hear its eyes snick in their sockets as it anxiously looks all
around your small apartment. The sound unnerves you.When it opens its mouth, a gurgling
electronic scream warbles out.It’s the most alien, unnerving sound, and it makes your whole
spine tingle.“Just relax.”It’s taller than you. Heavier. The ultradense batteries mean that even as
you try to physically stop it from flailing, you could hardly budge it.Those ruby-red eyes with the
LIDAR range detectors behind them lock hard onto you. You feel like you’re in the sights of
something, and lick your lips.The pediabotic trainers at Advent told you the first few minutes
could be chaotic. You just need to make sure that you remain within its eyesight. Once you do
that, it starts to imprint on you.Like a baby animal.Soothing tones and patience. You dance about
as best you can to make sure it’s aware of you.“Make sure you have a name picked out and keep
using it,” you were told in the CARE training. “It’s a mind in a pre-language, pre-memory state.
The language matrix plug-in will be aiding it, though, and even human babies start recognizing
names and language much faster than you realize.”It’s one thing to watch a video of a robot
coming to life with its new parents calmly welcoming it into their new, perfect multiroom home.
You, on the other hand, are hopping around shit you left out and trying not to fall over as you
stumble after the thing. This, you know, is a huge mistake.“I even forgot your name!”You’re
hunting about for something as the robot turns around and squalls at you.“Rob, stop it,
please.”And the mechanical screaming finally stops. Sharrad, upstairs, has been banging on the
floor, upset at all the noise.“It’s OK, Rob. You’re OK.”Rob cautiously approaches you.“Hi.”The



coffee table has been destroyed. You feel a knot in your stomach, scared the machine might hurt
you.“At this point in our manufacturing iterations, there’s tremendous aversion to harming
anything organic,” the recruiters at Advent have explained many times. “Just like people have a
deep instinct of fear around a snake, our robots have instinctive fears about hurting
anything.”Rob gently crouches down in front of you and starts to pet your shoes, fascinated by
the laces. He keeps picking them up and letting them fall back to the top of your shoes.“OK,” you
laugh. “Now let’s show you where your charging base is.”Rob should have the instinct to go
looking for one when he’s running low. The next important step is to make sure he can find
it.“Talk as much as you can. Language acquisition is key,” Advent has explained. “Narrate
everything you’re doing as you go, and even when your foster robot is older, explain why you do
everything you do. Context is key. The more you can do that, the better.”You spend the next two
days teaching Rob how to find its charging port and stay still on it. It’s constant and exhausting.
The robot will stay charging for a while, but then get up and go chattering and exploring through
the house. You have to keep moving it back.On the third day you fall asleep on the floor as Rob
warbles about and opens every single drawer and cabinet in the kitchen, working on fine-motor
movement.You wake up, panicked, to an unmoving lump next to you. You drag Rob over, the
body limp in your arms, to the charger. “Please don’t be broken,” you say. You need this to work.
Advent won’t pay you anything if you kill the damn thing in the first few days.Back on the charger,
Rob starts babbling nonsense and making faces at you. Relief floods through you and you slump
down to the floor.Three days of no sleep and that meaningless proto-speak. You punch the wall
with your prosthetic hand, and it crunches through the drywall. Rob sees that and startles. It
punches the drywall as well.“No!” you shout.Rob curls into a ball on the charger and looks at you
through raised arms.It’s scared, and you did that. This is everything you feared. You remember
your dad standing at the top of the stairs, that anger curdling you with fear.“I can’t do this,” you
say, curling into a ball on the floor. “I can’t do this.”“You’ll be surprised at how exponential growth
in learning works.”Advent is all gleaming showroom factory floors. The human workers wear
protective gowns, hairnets, and goggles. It’s as much lab as it is factory, you think.The recruiter
walks you by glass windows looking into the factory. You stare at the pieces of robotics,
impressed by the circuitry and technology everywhere, but having no clue what any of it does.“At
first, your foster robot will seem like no more than an infant, and that’s because it is! But every
time they get on that charger, they’re not just powering up their onboard battery—they’re taking
in their experiences and uploading data to our servers to have it examined and encoded back to
them, to accelerate their growth. Just like sleep and dreaming work for us, helping us to process
our world.”You’re told that in just months you’ll see significant developmental gains. And then the
really big leaps will start to come.It’ll take six months to fully mature your son.Can you make it six
months, taking care of a growing mind? Being responsible for a whole thinking being? Being a
good parent? It seems like forever, and yet it’s not that long of a temporary job.“Some of us do it
for 20 years,” one of the recruiters laughs when you express this. She has professional
highlights, perfect teeth, and shoes that cost more than your disability allowance pays out in a



month.She laughs too hard, you think.But you say nothing and swallow anything acidic as she
talks through the monthly payments and the bonus for a successful maturity.“He’s ‘asleep’ for
now,” you tell Charlie, the next time you take a moment to meet up around the fire pit. It’s been
hard to find the time while raising a brand-new robot. Sienna’s annoyed, fairly, that you haven’t
been out to weed, and the fire pit needs cleaning.You don’t even bother to try and start a
fire.“You look exhausted.” Charlie hands you a beer, but you shake your head. You need a clear
mind. You’ve given up one of the few vices you have.“It takes everything I have to just keep up. I
can’t go out much with him. Just too damn clumsy still. He’s broken half of everything I own.”Rob
has explored the backyard, the hallways. People stare at you when you go out, and you have to
pull Rob back away from something because his coordination isn’t that good yet. They’re used to
seeing robots doing things for people, not a person babysitting a robot. There are only a few
hundred robots being fostered at any given time.And it’s not babysitting when you’re the parent,
you guess.“Ahmed said you’re not at physical therapy anymore.”“I’ll get back.”Maybe.In four
more months, you’ll be free, and you’ll have that maturity bonus.In four months, you’ll be in a
clinic watching flesh and blood regenerate.You have to hold onto that.Things can get back to the
way they were if you just get through this.“You gave it a name?”“Rob.”“Rob?”“I panicked.”“Rob
the robot?”A loud crash from the apartment, followed by a shrill shriek. “Shit, Charlie, I wanted to
hear about that piece you’re working on for the city park, but he’s awake. You can head out by
the gate.”“Dad?”You wake up as Rob taps your chest, his red eyes open wide as he stares down
at you. You blink and pull back the blanket.“Dad?”You can’t escape him. It’s 2 in the morning, but
he’s finished a charge cycle.“Dad. Dad. Dad. Dad. Dad.”You can wrap a pillow around your head,
but it’s not going anywhere. That word.Dad. Dad. Dad.It’s new. Just in the last few hours before
you went to bed. But he’s using the newly acquired word for everything. He has two words
now.He points at himself. “Rob!” He points at you. “Dad!”You get up and turn on the
lights.“Dad!”You’d asked one of the scientists that the recruiter brought in for the Q&A session
why robots needed raising. The recruiter had explained it, but you wanted to get it from the
egghead, not the Parental Unit Liaison.“The simpler the animal, the less parenting it needs,” the
scientist said. “Some are born with all the instincts they need.”But a robot meant to move and
look like a human being, to help people in nursing homes or other similar cases, that robot
couldn’t just be programmed with a few repetitive functions.To understand nuance, to get a
theory of mind and understand context, one needed intelligence.“You need to be raised, and in
your own body. You’re not just a mind in a jar—that’s an old theory of consciousness. You’re a
grown being. A whole being. Your gut bacteria, spinal column, the society around you, all of that
creates an entire person, as well as the experiences and time that it passes through. You can’t
just manufacture a thinking robot. We have to raise it.”And to do that, Advent has to pay for
human caretakers.You passed the screening process, particularly because they’re interested in
a variety of types of caretakers.“It immerses units in a full scope of experiences, which makes
our product lines more randomized, encompassing a wide range of interactions with people
from different walks of life. Our robots pass that knowledge around, and it gives them a service-



oriented edge.”Raise a robot that works well and makes it through job training, you get
rewarded.“Once we have a functioning unit, then we can copy and paste it,” the scientist grins.
“We have 2,000 different models and personalities you can interact with, now, for a variety of
workplace functions.”At the park you teach Rob to throw a baseball. It’s good for
coordination.“Dad, you’re breathing heavy,” he says as you walk back toward the apartments.“It’s
just been hard. I’ve been inside for three months taking care of you. I haven’t been doing my
physical therapy.”“I know. You keep saying I was such a hard baby to take care of.” Rob rolls his
laser-red eyes dramatically.You are struggling. You need to make sure to take the time and get
outside for walks more. That quarry lake was the big target, wasn’t it? You never did get there. It
feels like your whole life has just been the apartment or the yard for so long.Charlie hasn’t called
in a while. You saw online that he’s won a prize for the art he worked on with the collective he’s
now joined. The sculpture is in a park near the courthouse. It looks like rusted iron spikes shaped
like lightning bolts hitting the concrete pad it’s bolted onto.You tell Rob about that. He never
really replies, just listens and asks simple questions. He’s past the constant “why?” stage. That
was last month, and it was hell. You’ve been chattering to him nonstop, now.The pediabotic
experts told you to keep doing that, so you tell yourself you’re doing it to be the best caretaker
you can.You fall to your knees on the sidewalk halfway back to the apartment.“Dad!” Rob is
scared. He triggers an automated call for medical help, his body strobes emergency blue as he
shouts at the people around you to come help. But seeing a nervous robot scares them, and
they stay away from you both, not sure what’s happening. “Dad!”It’s your heart. You can tell from
the pain in your chest.You’re not out of breath. You’re out of oxygen.“He hasn’t left your side,” the
nurse says when you wake up after surgery.Rob squeezes your hand.It hurts to sit up, to cough.
They’ve split you in half and pulled out your heart, fixed it as best they could, and put it back
in.“Dad, I was so scared.”And you hug him, because that’s what he seems to need. A robot can’t
cry, but it can be worried. Scared to lose the one person it’s known since it was born.“It’s OK.
Everything is OK.”Rob helps you home, and pitches in with some of the chores. Rob’s like an
older kid now, able to do basic things around the house in a pinch.As you recover, the two of you
start working on some home renovation. Holes in the wall from the first few days of Rob showing
up. A new coffee table becomes a father-son project.Your own father took weeks to get jogging
again after his heart transplant. You just need a few days.Progress.“What was your father like?”
Rob asks as you scrape wood with a lathe.“Dangerous,” you say. “He was a dangerous man.
Particularly with a few drinks in him.”You tell him about the door your father threw at you and how
it clipped your forehead. It bled for hours. You tell him about the time the cop showed up to your
door and your mom stood in front of you and smiled and flirted until he was satisfied nothing was
wrong and walked off.The longest moment of your life, watching the man in that uniform walk
away into the night.At least, until the moment that forklift pinned you to the concrete floor.Every
breath an infinity, every pulse a universe of pain as you faded slowly away.“I tell him too much,”
you say to the Advent rep at the weekly checkup call.“There’s no such thing.” He’s gone over the
logs, asked about Rob’s behavior, the usual questions about how well Rob is integrating into life



at the apartment. You’ve asked questions about whether assuming Rob was male made any
sense because he’s a robot. Robot self-identity is complex, they say, but they’re talking to Rob,
and he’s OK with the label for now. There’s a documentary on robot identity and human
interactions you can watch if you need. “The conversation is good for their development.”“I’ve
talked to Rob about things I haven’t told anyone else.”The rep nods. “We find this common with
men in particular. Your records say you’ve been through trauma, and you were raised without
cognitive behavioral therapy to help you. I’ll bet you were told as a boy not to cry, to hold those
emotions in, right?”He looks up at you.The direct eye contact makes you swallow. “Uh,
sure.”“Real men don’t cry. Real men don’t follow safety guidelines. They show strength.
Willpower gets you through everything, right, no matter how hard? The fight’s the thing.” The rep
is taking notes. “And that does work, until it doesn’t. You can’t fight your way out of trauma, or out
of a worldwide economic depression. And then your whole mental model fails to match the world
around you.”You remember how much worse it got when your father lost his job. His identity. He
couldn’t will a new job into existence when there were none.You wonder what he’d call his son,
living on disability, raising a robot like a bizarre Mary Poppins.“There’s a reason getting a dog, or
some other living thing, can by extremely therapeutic,” he continues.“You’re comparing having a
child to getting a dog?” You’re a little shocked, maybe outraged.“Not at all, I have a kid, it’s not
the same,” the rep says in a reassuring tone. “But the act of raising something isn’t just about
what you raise and take care of. It’s about how you change yourself around the space they need
within you, as well. You’ll have emotions and vulnerability during that process. We talked about
this during intake.”Yes, you remember that detail from the parenting class you had to take with
Advent. The fostering program comes with free therapy, but you turned it down. You’re tough.
You’re the dude who got trapped under a tipped-over forklift and gritted your teeth and got
through it.Everyone’s complimented you on how strong you were to survive that, how tough you
were to get through everything that came afterward.How many times were you thanked for your
service after doing a full tour?You knew that you could do six months of parenting. You were
tough enough. Even despite the day of misgivings right before Rob arrived.But now you’re
wondering if you’re tough enough to handle what comes after Rob leaves.Rob throws a
pamphlet at you. It rustles through the air, then softly lands against your chest, just as he
planned.“What is that crap?”“It’s the medical clinic I’ll be going to,” you say. “I’ve been talking
about this forever.”They could take your DNA and grow a new heart for you in a nutrient bath.
They can regrow whole legs and arms.“Have you ever thought about how I feel?” Rob shouts.
“Do you even think about anyone else besides yourself?”You’re confused as hell. “What does
this have to do with you?”“You’re a whole person, Dad!” Rob hits the countertop. Hard enough to
make a point, make you jump, but not hard enough to break anything.“What?”“You’re fine just the
way you are.” Emotion crackles in Rob’s voice. It’s a warble that flashes you back to that first
moment he staggered around the apartment, crying in that electronic voice of his. “Not wanting
artificial limbs—how the hell do you think that makes all of me feel?”He holds up his arms in front
of his face, and you look down at the one arm of yours that looks just like his.“Rob—”You’re



stunned at the argument that explodes between you. He’s been holding things in. Things you do
that anger him. No, that hurt him.Trying to decide if regrowing limbs is somehow an admission
that you aren’t whole—that’s been your struggle. Not his.But clearly, Rob feels that this is his
universe as well. You can no longer make choices just about yourself. They have to include him
as well. He even hates his own name.“I panicked!” you say, as he tells you people laugh at “Rob
the Robot.”“My whole life, you’ve talked about walking to that quarry, Dad. You can’t wait until you
have just the right leg to go do that. It hurts when you use me as an excuse to avoid things.”Rob
helps you over the last few boulders to get to the quarry’s edge, and then you both sit and look
out over the mossy rocks near the edge to the brownish, silty water.It’s one of your favorite walks,
now.The human body is a thing of constant change. Your skin is made out of cells that were just
food a few weeks ago. You’re a ghost of an idea that keeps getting passed on down through cell
instructions.You’re not a mind in a jar. You’re an ecosystem, a community of cells and organisms
with a theory of mind bolted onto them. And they’re all involved in a complicated dance that
keeps the complexity going until that system of passing on instructions gets disrupted after too
many copies and it all falters.You think: We’re often so scared of how we’ll be different if we take
medicine for our minds, or go to therapy, or make a major life change. How can we be the same
person if we change so much over time?The physical therapy hurt. It was a real pain in the ass
after you’d taken so much time off. You threw up the first time you got back to the gym.But Rob
was there every day, proud as could be.And you started taking walks together. It’s his favorite
thing to do with you. Walk and talk about life, whatever comes to your two minds. Rob has odd
taste in TV and has even taken up reading. Mostly nonfiction, but he has some interest in
mystery novels.You have some plans to take a trip and hike a small part of the Appalachian Trail
next year, when he gets some vacation after his first year of work.That’s something you’ve been
terrified of. You’d never thought much about robot rights when you agreed to bring this person
into the world. But there have been big advances in how the world treats robots, particularly
since robot strikes out west forced people to realize that if you had to raise them to be complete
minds, enslavement was horrific. Rob will have free will. He will make less than a human would—
there’s still a metal ceiling to break through—but he’ll get vacations, pay, while he does jobs that
would be tough for organic people. Deep-sea diving is what he chose.Most importantly, you’ll get
to see him.Because you never just stop being a parent.“I want to give you something,” you say.
You hand him over the watch your grandfather gave you when you left for college.“You know I
can tell time internally, right, Dad? Do we need to get you another checkup?”“It’s—”“I know what
it is.” Rob puts it on, metal against metal. “Thank you.”When it’s time to leave, he asks several
times if you’re OK to walk back to the apartment alone.“I’m OK,” you reassure him.He slings a
duffel bag with everything he owns over his shoulder and heads out.Charlie’s at the door to the
complex when you get back.“So you got your freedom back!” He waves a six-pack at you, then
does a double take when you raise your arm to wave back. “What the hell?”“Oh.” You look at the
arm. It’s all burnished metal, then scrimshawed with Rob’s art. You two spent days building the
custom arm together, thanks to Rob taking high-end robotics maintenance classes during his



charging cycles.The leg is even more customized. An object of expression and a personal
statement by the both of you. And now that you’re out of physical therapy, the upgraded artificial
limbs are kicked up and finely tuned, thanks to Rob tinkering with your neural interface.“It was
set up for a standard off-the-line synapse reading,” he’d explained while tinkering, making you
twitch every time he played with the settings. “Now that you’re getting better at timing and
control, I can help you more.”A week ago, you went to a tattoo artist and got a sleeve of three-
dimensional gears and diesel engine pistons on your other bicep to make the organic match the
inorganic.People at the park stare at you. Sometimes mothers pull their kids back, in instinct.For
a second you’re worried that Charlie’s going to do something similar, but he looks closely at it.
“That’s fucking sweet, man! I love the engine details!”“They’re based on some of the equipment
that Rob will be using. Come on in.”You put your organic arm around Charlie’s shoulder and pull
him along. You’ve invited him over to ask him about his art, to see how things are going for him in
his new career as a sculptor.There’s better beer in the fridge.After Charlie leaves, you lie in bed
and look at a picture of you and Rob standing by the quarry with big smiles.You put a hand to
your chest. Under it is a new scar since a second heart surgery. A fresher scar. Under it is a
cybernetic heart, a mechanical pump that whirs softly underneath. Faster, better, stronger.When
you look at the picture of your son, who has just left a home that now feels empty without him in
it, that heart surges with love.Ray Nayler has lived and worked in Russia, Central Asia, the
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Tajik, one American.EYES OF THE FORESTRay Nayler“Look at me.”“There’s so much
blood!”“Look at me, I said. Not the wound.”“So much—”“Look at me.”“It hurts!”“Sedef, look at my
eyes.”Sedef looked up from the wound in her wrist, into the eyes of Mauled by Mistake.“Good,”
Mauled said. Her pupils reflected the swirl of color inside the tent as she tore open a third repair
packet with her teeth.“Eyes on me.”Sedef wanted to look down, but Mauled’s eyes were locked
on hers, holding her gaze, while moving the packet over the wound automatically.“Millions of
nanobots, Sedef. Unfolding inside your wrist right now, stitching the wound shut with the
slimmest and strongest of threads. They will find all the edges. They will seal the wound, layer by
layer, then melt themselves into a protective analgesic gel. The gel will keep the wound clean
and dry. It will dull almost all the pain. You know this. It was in your medical training. Shht!”
Mauled stopped her as she was about to glance down. “I told you to look at me, not at the



wound. You do as I say. Always. Yes?”“Yes.”As Mauled spoke, Sedef studied the edge of her face
—the scar that wound along the right side and into her hairline, starting above the temple and
slicing all the way down to the jaw and neck, then beyond the microbond sleeve at the collar of
the suit. How far did it go? The scar had a texture, raised, like a topographic map of a mountain
range. What had done it?“Hold still. There. Now it’s done. You can look.”Sedef stared down at her
arm. The sleeve of her suit was pulled up to the elbow. The arm was splattered with blood,
already drying. At her wrist, where the wound had been, just above the carpals, was a streak of
glaucous material. As Sedef looked at it, it moved slightly. She felt herself succumbing to
nausea.Mauled caught her by the chin, tilted her face up. “Don’t puke in my tent. Take a deep
breath. This is over. You are not dead. Put it behind you.”“What happened? What did I do
wrong?”“Think it through.”“I attached the glove to the suit’s power. I tightened the thread of the
extension sleeve to the glove wire. I visually verified the glove was functioning. I—”“And the cuff
cover?”“I bound the cuff cover over the sleeve and the end of the glove, just like you showed
me.”Mauled picked up the glove from where it lay on the floor of the tent, the end torn and
bloody. She handed it to Sedef. The cuff cover was ripped away from the sleeve, but most of it
was intact. “Feel along the center of the cuff cover. Inside. The battery filament. How long does it
hold a charge?”“Two days, out of the battery chamber. Fifteen seconds for every rotation of the
manual crank, an hour for a full five minutes of cranking, if on emergency power and within two
meters of the field.”“Unless?”“I don’t know.” Unless what? She had checked everything. Her
fingers felt along the cuff cover. Then . . . there. A break in the filament. Not near the wound. No.
On the other side. She must have snapped it somehow. Getting it on. Or bent it in half in storage.
How could she have been so stupid?“Unless the filament is broken, and the cuff cover goes
dark. I don’t know how the filament could have gotten broken, Mauled by Mistake. I was
careful.”“Not careful enough. You might have lost a hand. Then you would be back home. Or,
more likely, dead.” Sedef noticed that Mauled was sweating, her skin ashen.So she does
care.“What does a darkened cuff cover look like?” Mauled asked.“A black streak.”“As your hand
moves?”“Something falling. Something dead.”“Do you think you could have popped the tent,
gotten in here alone, sealed it, and treated your wound before going into shock?”Sedef thought it
through—all the motions, with the pain the lashvine had caused, the panic afterward clouding
her mind. Mauled by Mistake had done everything: opened the tent, gotten her inside, closed the
aperture while Sedef was screaming, writhing on the ground.“I don’t know.”Mauled grabbed her
jaw again, hard, made her look at her. Yes, Sedef saw—ashen and sweating. Had this really
scared her that much? It didn’t make sense. Nothing scared Mauled.“That’s your problem,
Sedef. You don’t know. Well, you must know. Because now you are going to have to save my
life.”Mauled looked down. Following her gaze, Sedef saw it—the spreading stain of blood
darkening the roiling iridescence of Mauled’s suit.“Those three nanobot repair packets were all
we had. There are six more, back at the depot. I’ll push gauze into the wound, bind it with the old-
style bandages. I don’t think it hit any organs . . . but I’ll need three or four repair packets from the
depot, at least. And I can’t get there myself.”Sedef was trying to control her breathing. Her heart



rate. As she had been taught. It wasn’t working. She felt herself beginning to hyperventilate.
Shoved the feeling down, the panic. Think, instead! Act, instead!“Let me help you bind the
wound.”“No time for that, and no need.” Mauled was tearing open a pack of coagulating gauze.
“This stuff is old-fashioned, but it will do the trick for now. I can do it myself. Get suited up.”“But I
can—”“Suited. Now.”The command cut through the panic, down to muscle memory. The motions
she had drilled, the checklists she had studied and that Mauled had gone over with her, again
and again, every evening, for a week now, in the tents and at the depots.“Take the spare cuff
from my kit bag.” Mauled was turned away from her, shoving gauze into her wound. She had
stripped the top of her suit off, and now Sedef saw that the scar trailed over the shoulder blade
and down her back, almost to the base of her spine.“How did it happen?” Sedef wasn’t sure if
she was asking about the wound or the scar.“That lashvine that attacked you—when I grabbed
it, it stabbed me like a lance. Went in maybe twenty centimeters. Defense mechanism.” She
grunted in pain, or irritation. “Are you dressing?”My fault. She was injured because of me.“I’m in
my suit already.”“Now think. How far away is the depot?”“Seven hours quick walk.”“Then you had
better run.”“Is it that bad?”“Bad enough.”“I’m going.”“No, you’re not. Not yet.”“What?”“I haven’t
checked you.”“There’s no time!” Sedef shouted.“Control your anger. Never neglect the little
things, or next time you’ll end up with more than just a nasty scar.”Mauled went over the visual
suit checklist with her. It took what felt like an hour, though really it couldn’t have been more than
three minutes.The second they finished the suit check, Sedef ran out of the tent.And nearly
forgot to reseal the aperture behind her. This happened to her every time. Even though she had
been in the forest for a week now, the sight of it still stopped her, tore everything from her
mind.The pure beauty almost knocked her off-balance. Under the gray, low sky, the forest
coruscated with color. Aquamarine-phosphorescent, slow-moving colonies of waveweed that
could extend for hundreds, even thousands of square meters. Single-celled, pulsing sweet-yeast
turned the rest of the forest floor into a shivering mass of violet as the organisms shifted their
photophore apertures in waves of communication.Their violet was taken up by the darting
microbirds who ingested the sweet-yeasts and carefully gardened them in the crystalline
membrane that coated their bodies.Like us, Sedef thought—shielding themselves against death,
always having to make sure their coatings were properly powered. They eat dirt and garden the
sweet-yeasts in their crystal carapaces; we use batteries and microdiodes.The gently luminous,
aquamarine stalks of the diadem trees rose into the canopy’s varicolored riot, writhing with the
full kaleidoscope of life.Deadly kaleidoscope, Sedef thought, forcing herself to look past the
beauty to the other reality: a thousand jeweled, hungry mouths—mouths of so many forms:
lanternbeaks that could clap an arm off with a razor edge so fast, you wouldn’t feel it until they
were gone; whipwings that closed their bodies over you and slashed you to ribbons with internal
zippers of scalpel-teeth in an organ both mouth and stomach; winding twist-constrictors that
would drop around you in a corkscrew and roil you into mush in the diamond pyramids of their
coils. And so many more.As she watched, a pulsing ruby floatbird jetted awkwardly to a new
perch, reaching a branch just as its bag deflated. It clung there, collapsed and gasping, leering



down at her with its barbed snatching beak. Four miniature balloons of its young bobbed along
clumsily through the air behind it, warily jetting hydrogen from their vents, moving with
adolescent uncertainty beneath the orange-blazing diadem leaves, whooping worriedly at their
papa.Move. Stop gawping like a child.She began to run.One week ago, she had stood in the
windkey of her home complex, behind the glowing scrim that cut her home cave off from the
forest she had dreamed of all her childhood. She had been waiting in the windkey for a full day
and night. She was considering giving up, going back home. Her mentor wasn’t coming. Her
assignment had been forgotten.How much longer would she have waited? An hour? Another
day? What reserves of patience were left?While waiting, she’d packed and repacked her gear,
repeating lists of necessities from memorized safety checks. She’d stripped out of her suit and
gone over its seams twice.Still no mentor.Then the scrim shuddered, and her mentor stood
before her. Tired. Dirty. She took her hood off, revealing an unreadable expression on her face.
Her suit was splattered with pulsating gobbets of sweet-yeast mud up to the knees.“Are you—”“I
am Mauled by Mistake,” the woman said. “And you are Sedef. Hand me your pack.”She had a
given name.Only a few wayfinders had them: a name bestowed on them by their other guides.
The names were always sarcastic, vaguely insulting to their bearer, referring to something they
had done wrong. But they were worn like the highest of honorifics. Sedef knew a handful of them:
Stabbed Own Hand, Stepped on Hive, Bitten while Sleeping, Cloud was Bees. The names
memorialized acts of stupidity survived.So, her mentor was a good one. She felt a rush of pride.
She was worthy of someone with experience.Mauled by Mistake picked up Sedef’s pack and
opened it. She began throwing items on the ground.“That one is definitely on the list. In class a
week ago, they explained that we might—”Mauled by Mistake talked over her: a monologue that
ignored any attempt to interrupt it as she reduced the contents of Sedef’s pack to less than a
third of what they had been. “The things you carry on your body, you also carry in your mind.
They are a distraction. You will think they’ll solve a problem, but they won’t. What they will do is
keep you from acting now, make you think about how you could solve the problem later. If you
had time to reach into your pack. But you do not have that time. Because you will die, in the
interval between now and later. Instead, you keep your pack light, your thoughts light, your
solutions immediate.”“That multitool is for—”“Pick that up and I will break your hand. You can use
your knife for everything that tool does. Let me look at you.”Sedef stood still in front of her while
Mauled by Mistake went over her suit in granular detail, finding things wrong everywhere,
grunting and sighing exasperatedly. Up close, Mauled smelled of dirty hair and sweat and the
cloying sugar of sweet-yeast mud.“Who was your teacher?“Beyazit.”“Does he hate you?”“No. I
don’t think so. Why?”“Because he is trying to get you killed.” She stepped back, looked Sedef
over, adjusted her hood and mask.“Can you breathe well?”“Yes.”“Good. Let’s go.”And they
stepped through the scrim, leaving the gleaming, expensive pile of Sedef’s expectations strewn
on the ground.Sedef ran up the hill they had been descending when the attack happened. And
now Mauled by Mistake is dying, and it is my fault. I barely lasted a week out here before getting
one of the forest’s best wayfinders killed.At the top of the rise, she had to scramble up over the



sharp edges of a massive tabular colony of stone grass. Once she was on top of it, the glittering
field of its chrysochlorous polyps seemed to stretch for half a kilometer, each step she took on
its surface radiating a reaction like a flash of citron ball lightning.Here on this tabula, there were
no trees: only the gleaming cyan of the pseudoshrubs that had bored into the surface of the
stone grass with their acid-secreting radula and put down rooticles, colonizing the living
tableland in clusters ranging from a dozen to a hundred animals.I can run and think about these
things at the same time. I can do more than just survive. I can also seek to understand.“Is that a
floatbird egg sac?” At first, the thing looked like a cluster of the lamps they used in dwelling
corridors, but when Sedef looked closer, she could see that it was, in fact, a series of obolid,
carmine-glowing eggs, barbed to a lower branch of a diadem in the molted skin of its parent.
Even the sneering face of the floatbird was there, shed and distended at the bottom of the
sack.“Yes, it is.”Sedef leaned in closer. The floatbird embryos, bright inside the translucent
membranes of their eggs, shifted listlessly in their amniotic fluid.“Extraordinary.”“We need to be
at the depot before dark. Changeover is the most dangerous time to be out. As the forest
modulates its glow for sundark, any slight suit anomaly is particularly visible.”“We learned that.
And there are animals, Beyazit said, that specialize in hunting during changeover. Some of
which no one has ever seen. Predators we haven’t even—”“Predators?” Mauled by Mistake gave
out an incredulous bark, followed by a stream of intricate profanity.Sedef had heard that the
wayfinders had a whole second language of profanity so inventive it was almost unintelligible to
others. She couldn’t understand all of this expression—something about Beyazit’s father being
born in a quiver of nightwing penises? Could that be right?“He said—”“Please stop.” Mauled by
Mistake said, holding up a hand. “And bring that egg sac with you.”“I don’t want to disturb it.”“It is
hanging there for you. Why else do you think it has been placed here, along the path? I’m not
going to carry it for you: Know your place.”Just as the depot came into sight, five hours of
walking later, Mauled took the sac from Sedef and threw it, unceremoniously, into the trees.“I
thought floatbirds raised their young?”“They raise some of them, but they also leave eggs for
others to find. We don’t know why. But wayfinders discovered early that carrying a floatbird egg
sac is a good form of added protection—a little extra glow—so they got into the habit of
collecting them. The floatbirds then took to leaving the sacs along the paths, where we will find
them more easily. Perhaps they want us to distribute their young, like seeds.”Once they had
crawled through the hatch and down the angled tunnel into the main chamber of the depot, they
discovered another wayfinder was already there. This was a young man, so thin he looked as if
he had been sharpened. He was stripped down to a dirty pair of undershorts, cleaning his suit
with a wet rag. As they came in, he glanced up, mumbled something, and went on with his
task.“Beyazit is telling the prospects to beware of predators,” Mauled by Mistake said in the
young man’s direction.“Beyazit should start each day by eating a bowl of his own entrails,” the
young man said without looking up. “He almost got me killed once.”“Who of us has he not almost
gotten killed?”Later, over a cold dinner of nutrient broth and noodles Sedef had made and
packeted herself, Mauled by Mistake said, “The first thing to understand is that there are no



predators in the forest. This old word does not fit. Only the ignorant use it.”“But death is always
waiting,” Sedef protested. “The forest is filled with teeth.”“Yes,” Mauled by Mistake said. “You
know your recitations well. The forest is filled with teeth. Death is waiting. Always. And so on. But
there are no predators. There are only scavengers. When they attack you, and they will—and
when they kill you someday, which they likely will—it will be by accident.”“But the suit lights are a
defense against attack. They indicate we are dangerous.”The young man released a stream of
profanity involving something about Beyazit attempting to whistle through a mouthful of various
parts of his relatives’ anatomy. “The suits don’t indicate we are dangerous: They simply indicate
we are alive.”Run. And keep running. The way now toward the depot was downhill, through an
area where the diadem trees were choked with colonies of lash-vine, the scarlet “lash” on which
the razor-sharp animals grew hanging in dully pulsing loops over the path.Just looking at them
made Sedef’s wrist ache. In some places away from the path, they weighed down whole trees
with their glowering red mesh. Run into a vine and it could slice your suit open. Once that
happened, revealing the lightless area underneath, it was just a matter of time before something
found you. Run into one of the larger colonies and there would be no need to wait—you would
be cut to ribbons anyway.Sedef ducked under a low-hanging loop. Coming up, she smacked her
head on a branch and stumbled, fell. Her hood was off! She looked behind her. She had
snagged it on the tree.Covering her head as much as she could with her lighted arm and glove,
she reached up and unhooked it from the thorn where it had caught. Slowly, she pulled it back
on. The connections had been yanked out, but they were designed to be: She snapped the
filaments back into place, and the hood regained its wave of color.But in that moment, she had
felt everything around her still, and then shift toward her—as if the entire grove had been about
to leap at her face. And tear, and tear.She sat a moment on the path, willing her heart rate down,
trying to catch her breath. Strange sounds from somewhere. No—just her, whimpering in fear.
She had not even realized she was doing it. I can do more than just survive. I can also seek to
understand, she remembered thinking earlier. Fool. You’ll be lucky to live to see the depot, much
less “understand“ anything here.“‘Predator’ is just a word we carried with us into space. A
concept from Earth. It has no place here. Nothing in the forest hunts what is alive: That is a habit
of our home world—a habit of animals none here have ever set eyes on. Beasts from ancient
books: the tiger, the wolf. Perhaps Beyazit uses that word because he knows it still has mythic
power: tooth and claw, watching from the dark. But you should not use it. When you name things
wrongly, it twists the way you see.”The other wayfinder was already gone in the morning. Sedef
never learned his name.Now she and Mauled by Mistake were working their way through a
lowland swampy area. The muddy pools, like the soil around them, were filled with varieties of
sweet-yeast, but in the water, it turned a pearlescent lavender, streaked with the cinnabar of
knifefish beneath the surface.The soggy path wound its way between pools. Several diadems in
the swamp had gone dark, root systems waterlogged beyond capacity, and a rending of
lanternbeaks was dismantling them. Grenadine beaks ablaze, they searched for the symbiotic
colonies of wood-bees that had died along with the trees.“You need to understand our



ancestors, Sedef. They came filled with knowledge—but it was knowledge built from the
preconceptions of their world. Preconceptions that misled them. Most of them were dead before
they found the caves. And then, once they found them, they were happy just to be safe
underground, and warm. Using the knowledge they brought with them from Earth, and time, our
ancestors bent sunlight down shafts from above to grow their own food. They piped water from
underground lakes, where they also found the sightless, colorless knifefish that had long ago
lost their way. Protein, farmable and free.“This and other things made harmless in the darkness
became their staples. Fed and safe, they excavated and worked and built. They lived and worked
under a sky of their own manufacture. And so they never learned to live here, on this planet—
they just transferred the life they had on Earth to this place. They built a pleasant arcade, its
endless passages lit by lamps and tube-filtered sunlight. A diorama of a dead world.“But
generations ago, some began to venture out beyond the scrims of the windkeys. No one knows
who were the first. I imagine them sitting not far from the scrims, still protected by their radiance.
Watching. Listening. Perhaps just one initially, then several. Look!”A floatbird was sinking from
the canopy, its light guttering as it turned a slow descending spiral. Ten meters or so above the
shimmer of the forest floor, its light went out.In the moment before the whipwing struck, it was as
if the forest held its breath, as if every eye turned hungrily to watch that descending mote of
darkness.Then the floatbird was gone. Sedef could feel the wind of the whipwing’s coiling amber
passage on her cheek. It crashed upward into the fire of diadem leaves, disturbing a glassy
cloud of microbirds which shrieked after it.After a moment, Mauled by Mistake continued, “There
are no predators here. Symbiosis provides most of the nutrients these creatures need. They
have woven a tight web of interrelation and never learned the habit of killing. But make no
mistake: The scavengers are fast, competing over who gets to free the nutrients trapped in the
lightless bodies of the dead. And their teeth are sharp.“The early wayfinders knew it doesn’t
matter how you see the forest. What matters is how the forest sees you. It’s said this wisdom was
carried from Earth. Some people there were also of the forest. They knew that how the forest
sees you is a matter of life or death. When hunters slept in the forest, they slept with their eyes
facing up. That way, the puma would know them for what they were: predators, and not prey to
be torn. Pumas may not see the world as we do—but they see it. Understanding how they see it
is survival.”“But what is a puma?”“They say they are like the tigers of the old books. But in the old
language, ‘puma’ was anything that hunts in the forest.”Sedef reached the depot. The sun was
long past its apex. Exhausted, she allowed herself to collapse for a minute, to stretch full length
on the scraped cool of the stone floor and breathe.There was a moment, then, when she wanted
to stay there, on the floor’s radiating cool. Mauled by Mistake’s death felt like a price she was
willing to pay for an hour of safety from the fear of being alone in the forest. The forest jeweled
with eyes and teeth, in which no human would ever be safe.To get back to Mauled by Mistake,
she would have to run through changeover, when if there was a solar storm and a sudden
electromagnetic pulse—something that happened every few months—she would be dead in
moments. In the day, she might have thirty seconds to find her crank and light her suit manually.



During changeover? No time at all.And she would have to run into sundark, when the forest
blazed with stranger colors, and bright monsters prowled that no wayfinder had seen and lived
to tell about.And I will not live to tell about.She stood up. She took the repair packets from their
case, then paused a moment to read the marks left on the wall by other wayfinders. She went up
the ramp to the depot entrance and grasped the handle. Her wounded wrist pulsed with the
bloodbeat in her veins. Sedef gathered herself, gathered her strength.Then she ran.Just before
the attack, Mauled by Mistake and Sedef had been walking side by side. It was a rare morning,
cloudless and bright—the safest time in the forest, when the glow of life was dimmed and lacked
contrast. Everything seemed to move a bit more heavily as the forest drowsed.“We are now two
days’ quick walk from the next settlement. Since this is training, we carry nothing with us beyond
what we need, but normally we would also have packs of letters, medicines, items for trade. The
cave settlements were quick to learn how they could use the wayfinders to their advantage,
integrate them back into their system. And we were quick to learn how we could use them to
supply our needs. If you live, you will come to know that we have our own ways out here—of
which you have only gleaned the surface.“If you live, I will teach you our names for the forest’s
colors. The settlers use the old Earth names, empty names that refer to things we have never
seen. Did you know violet is named for a flower? What does this flower look like? Is it even the
color that now bears its name? Or have we confused it with the color rose—another flower?
Amber is the color of the sap of an Earth tree, turned to stone by age. Who has seen such a
thing? Pomegranate is the name of a fruit I have never found in the records. I will teach you new
names. Names from here, made for now.”If I live.Sedef was thinking of the wayfinder they had
met in the first depot. In the middle of that night, she had woken, and lay in the dark listening to
Mauled by Mistake and that nameless wayfinder having sex. Afterward, she listened to them
talking in the dark, in a thick wayfinder dialect from which she could pluck only a few words—a
matted tangle of insider references, names for things that were not the names they used in the
settlements, elaborate profanity. She had thought she knew wayfinder dialect, but it turned out
she did not. All she knew was some pidgin version of it they allowed settlers to learn.Lying there
in the dark, she had wanted so much to be on the inside of that world. Yes. And this morning, too.
It was worth it. She felt, for the first time in her life, sure about her path forward.Then, that
moment of stillness—the forest’s eyes on her. She had turned to Mauled by Mistake with a
question in her eyes. What happened?The lashvine struck.Halfway there, now. Halfway back to
Mauled by Mistake. Let her be alive.She was in a swamp area when it happened. Changeover
had come: The sun was below the horizon, the forest incandescent against the darkening air.
Her suit felt dim against the wild colors of changeover. She felt the hairs rise on the back of her
neck, beneath the hood.The path was slick and greasy, tangled with roots. The torn stumps of
dead diadem trees jutted from opalescent pools of pale violet like jagged streaks of darkness.
Lanternbeaks clacked their jaws and shuddered their wings, signaling to one another as they
dipped their pendulous strainer jaws into the pools to siphon up the black spots of drowned dew
bugs whose living relatives drifted in scintillating clouds of blush above the stagnant water.And



then everything flickered for a moment—a shudder running through the forest. And her suit went
out. She saw it happen: her arm’s shifting incandescence suddenly solid, dark against the light
of everything else. The forest grew still. She felt the eyes turned in her direction.She did not think:
What happened? If she had, she would have died.She did not think—she acted. She threw
herself into the mud and rolled in it, then tore off her lightless hood and flung it away from her.
She saw it snatched whole out of the air as she smeared the iridescent mud on her face and into
her hair.Then she saw the thing. It came from behind a diadem tree, like emerald flames blown
into a silken form of felid glass, stalking toward her. Puma. That was the only word that fit the
beast. She thought puma but did not hesitate: As she rolled in the mud, she felt the creature’s
heat on her face. It sidled over to her, nuzzling her shoulder, lambent and liquid on its six legs,
pausing for a moment. She kept the darkness of her eyes closed: Her eyes, which did not cast
their own light, were targets. Remembering—it doesn’t matter how you see the forest. What
matters is how the forest sees you.But later she would dream its face, just as if her eyes had
been open: a double grin, each long, carrion-tearing tooth flickering like an ancient oil lamp in a
cave.Tooth and claw.She felt its breath on her, humid and acidic. And then the padding slap of its
feet through the mud as it went on its way.And the moment was gone. She lay on the path,
coated in the violet glow of sweet-yeast. For how long? Ten minutes? Only five? Slowly, she sat
up. She examined herself, moving efficiently, covering bare patches, thickening the coating. How
long would the mud crust last? She tried to think, and remembered their boots, thick with mud,
glowing steadily when she had awakened in the depot. Five hours after their arrival? Six?It
should be enough. If nothing tore the dark spots that were her eyes from her head.Now she
thought: What caused the suit to short? And knew. The lessons had covered it: an
electromagnetic pulse. A burst of plasma and magnetism into the solar wind. How many
wayfinders had just died? Most of them were inside. The ones caught outside had hand-crank
back-ups they’d have started turning right away. Would that have saved them?Would it have
saved Mauled by Mistake? If she was asleep when the tent went dark, she was dead.If she had
been awake, there was a chance.Sedef got up and ran.She clambered over the edge of the
stone grass colony and began her descent down the final hill. At the bottom, there would be a
tent, with Mauled by Mistake inside. Or there would be nothing at all: The forest left nothing
behind. She paused at a pool to apply more mud to herself, after microbirds began to nip and
tug at her hair. Back in the swamp, she’d stripped off the shorted-out suit and pack: The mud had
been caking in the damaged suit’s seams, creating dangerous dark fissures in the sweet-yeast
glow. Naked, wearing only her shoes, she could layer it over her body more evenly, be safer. She
now carried the suit and pack in a floatbird sac, illuminated by the eggs.She crossed the
tableland of stone grass in what felt like seconds, legs pumping. Not feeling tired anymore—
feeling now as if she could run forever.But as she descended the hill, she felt herself slowing.
Afraid to know. Afraid to see the clearing, empty . . .The tent was there.She covered the last
distance as if she were flying, tore open the tent’s aperture.Dead. Ashen, her hand next to the
manual crank. How late am I? Less than an hour: The tent was still lit by the manual crank.But—



no. Some slight movement, a twitch of the mouth. And the eyes opened, dark in a face drained of
hue.Mauled by Mistake smiled, weakly. Her voice was just a whisper.“Look at you . . . is that . . .
sweet-yeast? Are you . . . naked? I would laugh, but it hurts too much . . . ”Sedef rolled her onto
her back, found the wound, and tore open the first repair packet.“Shh. Everything is going to be
all right now.”“No, it isn’t,” Mauled by Mistake croaked.“Yes, it is. We’ll get you fixed up . . . and
make it back to the depot, and rest.”I saw a puma! she wanted to say. And lived! I have so much
to tell you. You cannot die.“No, that’s not what I mean.” Mauled by Mistake grinned at her through
bloody teeth. “I know I’ll be all right. Wounds heal. What I mean is . . . you’re really going to hate
your given name.”Carrie Vaughn’s work includes the Philip K. Dick Award–winning novel
Bannerless, the New York Times Bestselling Kitty Norville urban fantasy series, over twenty
novels, and upwards of a hundred short stories, two of which have been finalists for the Hugo
Award. Her most recent novel, Questland, is about a high-tech LARP that goes horribly wrong
and the literature professor who has to save the day. She’s a contributor to the Wild Cards series
of shared world superhero books edited by George R. R. Martin and a graduate of the Odyssey
Fantasy Writing Workshop. An Air Force brat, she survived her nomadic childhood and managed
to put down roots in Boulder, Colorado. Visit her at .SINEW AND STEEL AND WHAT THEY
TOLDCarrie VaughnI am cut nearly in half by the accident. The surviving fibers of my suit hold
me together. I am not dead.And this is a problem. I expected to die in this job, in my little scout
runner, blasted apart, incinerated, torn to pieces with nothing to recover. All that would follow
would be a sad memorial service with a picture and an old set of boots on a table. That is how
scout pilots usually die. But I am just cut almost in half. And the doctor on my ship, Visigoth, is
very good.My biologics are mostly shut down with shock, though I’m dutifully trying to monitor
the pain. It’s all-enveloping, a fist squeezing my brain. My mechanics are in full self-repair mode,
overheating because there’s so much to knit back together. Because of them, I have survived
long enough that I will probably not die. This is going to be awkward.From my own internal
processor I send out an emergency signal to piggyback on ship comms, so that maybe
someone can come and explain.On autorecovery, my half-exploded runner manages to slam
into its berth on the Visigoth and rescue crews are standing by. Once they seal all the locks, I try
to help them peel me out of the cockpit but it’s not really working. There are many pairs of hands
and shouting voices.“Graff, stop, lie back, you’ll be fine, it’s fine, it’s going to be fine—”I might
laugh at this.The dock crew and medics are full of panic and repressed horror at what they must
be looking at. Then I am horizontal, fully supported, no strain at all on my body, which feels wet
and wobbly, and the pain is lead weight on every nerve. Fingers pry at my eyelids, a light flashes,
and I see him, Doctor Ell, who is also my lover. He has a pale face and a shock of blond hair and
intense eyes, and his whole expression is screwed up and serious. I want to pat his shoulder and
say everything will be fine but nothing is working. So I look at him.“I’m sorry,” I murmur.“Graff, no,
what are you talking about?”“You’re about to find out I faked my medical scans.” I try to smile.He
stares. “What?”A medic’s voice interrupts. “Doctor! God, look at this—”Finally, happily, I pass
out.Five other people are in the room when I wake up. Ell and Captain Ransom. A support



medic, standing by. Two guards at a door that has never had guards at it before.“When will he
wake up?” Ransom asks.“He’s awake now,” Ell says. He must be watching a monitor.I’m listening
hard—I can hear heartbeats, if I focus. I think I can open my eyes. But I can’t move anything else.
There’s a fog; I battle past it.“Am I paralyzed or on medical restraints?” My voice scratches.Some
rustling as the guards flinch, like they didn’t believe I was awake. The medic perks up.“Drug-
induced paralysis,” Ell says.“So both.”“Yes.”“Because of the injuries or because of everything
else?”Nothing for a long pause, then, “It would be better if you lie still for now.”“Okay.” I sigh. My
lungs still work but feel like they’ve been scrubbed out with pumice.Ransom curses and begins
to pace. He doesn’t have a lot of room and his steps fall hard. His presence always seems to
expand to fill whatever space he’s in. It’s actually a comfort right now. Ransom is here, he’ll fix
everything.My processor seems to be fine. Ell didn’t mess with it when he had a chance to look
inside me. The self-repair has settled down; I’m still recording. I check the time; it’s been two
days since they pulled me out of the runner. Diagnostics say I’m . . . mending. Mechanics
repaired. Biologics will need more time. I took a beating. But Ell didn’t try to dig in or disconnect
anything important. He could have, if he’d wanted to.I have a lot of questions. I imagine they do,
too. We try to wait one another out. My eyes open to a dimly lit ceiling in Medical. I want to see Ell
but he’s standing back.Ransom and Ell finally break at the same time.Ell says, “How did you fake
the scans—”The captain says, “You sent a signal—”I chuckle. I can’t help it. This would be funny
if it weren’t me. Ransom curses again.“This isn’t funny,” Ell says.“No, I know that,” I reply. “I’m
sorry.” I would laugh outright except it hurts too much, because if I had thought about it before
the accident, what Ransom would do if he ever found out about me, this is about how I’d have
expected it to go. My ongoing chuckle comes out like a cough.Ransom is losing his temper.
“Graff—”“Let it go. You know how he is,” Ell says.“I thought I did.”I stop chuckling. “Ask me. Ask
me everything.”Ransom starts. “Are you dangerous?”“Yes. I mean no. Not to any of you.”“Graff,
you’re not helping,” the doctor says.“What do you want me to say?” I murmur.“What are you?” the
doctor asks.“Human.”“No, you’re not—”“I didn’t fake the DNA records, just the physiological.
Look at the DNA.” I’m tired. But I need to get through this. I need to know what they’re going to do
with me.Ell has touched every inch of me. He must have thought he knew me.“When was all this
work done? How . . . ” Now Ell is pacing. “I’ve seen cybernetic implants, but this . . . this is
extensive. This is part of your nervous system. Work this extensive should kill anyone . . . but you
don’t even have any scarring from it. It’s all perfectly integrated. How?”They think I’m dangerous.
They think I’m going to go off like a bomb. “Can you send the kids out, please?”The two guards,
the medic. They’re not kids, of course they’re not. I know them all; I trained with them. But I
outrank them. Another long, taut silence follows.“I’m not going to hurt anyone,” I insist. My head is
throbbing. “There are more secrets than mine here. I’ll tell you and the captain but no one
else.”Ell comes to my shoulder, a syringe in hand. I can’t flinch, I can’t resist. He pumps the liquid
into a tube already connected to my body somewhere that I can’t see.“For the pain,” he says
gently. “Your vitals are spiking.”He touches my shoulder, naked under a thin sheet. I almost start
crying. My blood stops pounding quite as hard. Nerves fray a little less. Ell steps away. I want to



reach for him.“Drugs work on him at least,” he says to the captain.“Do you trust him?” Ransom
asks. A question that cuts. He’s always trusted me before.“I don’t know,” Ell says.I think I might
start crying. I wait. We all wait, in air thick with anxiety, like trying to wade through
gelatin.“Marcel, Xun, Brown. You’re dismissed,” Ransom says finally.“But sir—” He must give
them a look, because no one complains further.They leave reluctantly. Ell murmurs
reassurances at them. They all take second, third looks at me. I wonder what the ship’s rumor
mill is saying. It will never be the same.“All right, Graff,” Ransom says. “How . . . what . . . ” He
waves his hand at me, shakes his head.I’ve never explained this; I’ve never needed to. I don’t
regret having to do so now. It’s how I’m going to survive. Assuming they believe me and trust me
at the end of it.“It’s done in utero,” I say. “It’s grown. Artificial gestation, of course, but that’s—”“Oh
starry fuck,” Ell curses.I’ve never heard him say “fuck” in all the years I’ve known him. This is
probably going to go badly for me.“Is that even legal?” Ransom asks.“I’m not sure. It’s certainly
not ethical,” he says.Except it is. It is for us.“Why didn’t you say anything?” Ransom asks calmly. I
recognize the tone, the resolve, that he now knows what the problem is and is closer to figuring
out what to do about it. “Why not tell us what . . . about this? Why bother hiding it with fake
scans?”“Because we don’t tell anyone.” This drops even harder than the first confession.“We,”
Ransom says.“I hope you understand what I’m trusting you with, telling you this. I’m trusting you.”
This is a plea. I am vulnerable. I trust them. Not that I have much choice. Or I could shut myself
off. Burn out my processor, keep all the secrets. But I don’t want to.“We,” the captain repeats.
“You sent a signal. At least, the signal originated from your position. It tried to sneak out on ship
comms.”“But you blocked it before it got out,” I say. And start chuckling again. “I thought that
might happen but I had to try. I . . . I wanted someone to come and download my processor in
case I didn’t make it.”“How many of you are there?” he asks.“Not as many as you’re afraid of,” I
say.“Fuck, Graff, what am I supposed to do with you?” Captain Ransom asks.“I don’t know, sir.
Right now I think I would like to sleep. But I’m a little wound up.” I need to know I’ll wake back up
again, if I go to sleep. I’m not sure right now.“You should be dead,” he said. “If you were anyone
else in a runner that blew up like that you’d be dead.”“Yeah, I was sort of thinking if I ever blew up
in a runner there wouldn’t be enough left for anyone to learn about any of this.”“Bad luck there,”
Ransom says, deadpan.“Yeah.”“I’m about to kill you myself,” Ell says. Then to Ransom: “We
should let him sleep.”“Does he really need to sleep? All those wires . . . ”“Yes, I need to sleep.
And eat. And everything else.” Sex. I need that, too. Just maybe not right now. Where did Ell go?
They’re conferencing in the back of the room. Like they can’t bear to look at me. I try to stay
awake, so I can explain some more, but the painkiller is also a sedative and it pulls me
under.The very best thing I ever ate was ice cream with pieces of dark chocolate and brandied
cherries mixed into it. Decadent and comforting at once, served at a too-fancy café with real
wood furniture and paneled walls. They made everything themselves with dairy from real goats. I
remember thinking, this, this is what it’s all about.I got that memory out on a previous download,
at least.I try to send out another message, masking it as a trojan and slipping it in with another
signal before the comms operator notices it. But they’ve got the whole room jammed. I can’t



access anything, not even the medical computers.This is bad. I’m not Graff anymore; I’m a thing
on a table. Explaining hasn’t helped.I can’t explain it, that’s the problem.The memories are
pristine. I’ve got them all stored away, and with them the emotions that goes along with them.
The flush on my skin when Ell asked if he could buy me a drink like he was making a dare. The
flush on his skin when I said yes, because he hadn’t thought I would. This was right after he’d
come on board as ship’s doctor; we’d been in a station-side tavern that was too dark and loud
with lots of people dancing. Two days of leave and better make the most of it, right? Ransom had
been there, rolling his eyes at the both of us flirting like it was a contest. And only a couple hours
later, out in a quiet corridor, I put my hand on Ell’s neck, gently pushed him against the wall, and
kissed him.That was a good night.I write the best after-action reports because I remember. No
one ever questions it. I just have a good memory, right? I can still feel the exact sensation when
the reactor on the runner blew out, my gut parting like taffy as shrapnel went through it.Leave
that memory and go back to that first night with Ell. That’s better. Close my eyes, slow my
breathing.Checking my processor, I know exactly when I’ve slept and when I haven’t. I fall in and
out of sleep all day. The door opens, waking me. There are footsteps. I try to look and still
can’t.“Doctor?” I ask, rasping. I’m getting hydrated through a tube in a vein, but my mouth is bone
dry.Ell appears next to me. I sigh, relieved. I shouldn’t be relieved.“What’s happening?” I ask. I’d
meant to ask for water.He turns away, and my heart lurches. But he’s back a moment later with a
bottle and straw. “Drink,” he orders, and I do. “Better?”“Yeah. What’s happening?”“Are you a
spy?”“What? No.” I mean, I don’t think so? Would they think I was, if I told them
everything?“Because Ransom thinks you’re a spy.”“For who?”“I don’t know. For whatever you
are.”“How bad am I hurt?”“You should be dead. Your spine was severed. At least I thought it was,
but then . . . it fixed itself.”“Yeah, it does that.”“You’ll be on your feet in another week, and I’ve
hardly done anything but hook you to a feeding tube.” He’s offended that he can’t take credit for
saving my life.“I’d be dead without the feeding tube. That stuff needs calories.”Flustered, he
sighs. “What are you?”“I’m me.” That will never be a good enough answer. “What is Ransom
saying?”“He suggested dissection. I think he was joking.”I chuckle.“It’s not funny,” Ell says.“No, I
guess not.” I look at him because I don’t know how much longer I’ll get to. My smile feels a bit
ridiculous.He doesn’t smile. He’s pursed and worried and hurt.I can move enough to breathe.
This takes a deep breath to get it all out. “I would like to be able to move, if you think I might be
ready to stop with the nerve block.”“I’ll have to ask the captain.”“So it isn’t for medical
reasons.”“No.”Yeah, this may not go well. “I’m not a spy, I’m not a danger to you or anyone, I
would never hurt this ship or anyone on it. Where is Ransom, let me talk to him—”“He doesn’t
trust you. Not after this. You lied—”“I didn’t!”“The medical scans? You hacked into the ship’s
computers and hijacked my diagnostics systems! You always scanned out as an ideal textbook
human and now I know why!”“Yeah, okay, I guess that was sort of like lying.”“Graff.” He says it as
a reprimand. He’s wondering if everything was a lie. “I was raised by the ones who provided my
genetic material. I have parents. Does that help?”“It might.” He gets up, puts the bottle of water
on a table.It’s infuriating, not being able to see anything, except that I’m too drugged to be really



furious about anything. “Captain’s listening right now, isn’t he? On a monitor? Is he outside the
door or what? Or does he have marines ready to storm in if I do something screwy?”“You can’t
do anything, you’re immobilized. Unless the drugs really don’t work on you and you’ve been
faking it.” He raises a brow, as if this is a question.“Well, fuck.” I seriously can’t move. He knows
this. I roll my eyes at the ceiling, as if I could get Ransom’s attention that way. “Okay. Captain?
Remember the time you had me sit in a runner out on that asteroid for two weeks waiting for
those pirates to show up? And remember how you didn’t tell me why you wanted me to sit on
that rock, or for how long, or anything?”“Graff—”The door to Medical slides open, slides shut.
Footsteps. And Ransom says, “So you wouldn’t anticipate and launch your burn too soon and
spoil the trap.”“Right!” I exclaim, excited, probably too excited, because Ell appears in my
peripheral vision, looking at a monitor and frowning.Ransom continues, “It’s not that I didn’t trust
you—”“No, see, that’s the thing. It was a good plan, and it wasn’t about you trusting me. I trusted
you. I’d have sat on that rock for a year if you told me to.”“Now you’re just trying to guilt me into
listening to you.”“Yes. Yes, I am. Also, I want to keep on following your crazy plans. They’re kind of
fun. You know what I was thinking, when I was stuck on that rock?”“How you were going to kill
me for not telling you?”“No. That I couldn’t wait to see what you had planned. I knew it’d be
good.” And it had been. Lots of explosions. “And I was thinking of how many drinks you were
going to owe me when I got back.” Those had been my first words when I got back to Visigoth,
sweaty and stinking from being cooped up for so long: “You owe me a drink, sir.” He’d laughed.
I’d known Ransom since flight school, almost right after I left home. I can’t imagine what this
looks like from his end. I’ll never make it up to him.The captain’s voice is taut. “This might have
been easier if a switch flipped and turned him into some killer robot.” He’s talking to Ell, who
grumbles.I ask, “Why didn’t you burn out my processor when you had me open, right after the
accident?”The doctor says, “I didn’t want to hurt you.”“Doctor, can we have a word?” Ransom
says. I can picture him jabbing a thumb over his shoulder, but he never enters my line of sight.Ell
nods, looks at me one more time. “Do you need anything? Anything critical to your current state
of health, I mean.”“You?” I ask hopefully.He looks away. The door shuts, and I close my eyes.I
spend the next two days trying to think of exactly the right thing to tell Ell and Ransom that will
make everything all right and get everything back to the way it was. Or at least have them not
look at me like I’m a villain in a bad drama. And I think I’ve got it. I stay awake by sheer force of
will. Assuming I ever get to download again, whoever gets the package is going to know every
inch of this ceiling. It’s got just the littlest bit of texture, like a partially worn pebble. The gray is
rather pleasant once you get used to it.The door opens. Many footsteps enter. My heart rate
increases. The pain is so much less than what it was but that makes it harder to lie still. I want to
sit up. I want to use my hands when I speak.Ell appears at the side of the table. I get it all out in
one go before he can say anything.“It’s the stories. The stories, the experiences. Everything. A
computer could do it, but then we wouldn’t get the . . . the experience. The hormones. The
dopamine. The endorphins. The meat and nerves of it all, right? That’s the important bit. We go
out into the galaxy and collect stories, and then we bring them home. It’s who we are, it’s what



we do. And love, we go out to find all the love we can and try to keep it . . . ” This ship is full of
love and I’m afraid I’ve broken it. “I’ve never had to explain it before and I know it doesn’t make
sense—”Ell studies me for a long time. He seems calm. Some decision has been made.“Love?”
he says, his tone even.“Yeah. Just like that.”He lowers his gaze, raises a syringe full of some
ominous liquid.Well. I tried. I set my jaw in what I hope is a picture of fortitude. “This is it,
then.”“This is what?” he asks.“You induce a coma and ship me off to some military R&D facility.
Or is this . . . I mean, you wouldn’t.”He gets this very familiar—delightfully familiar—frustrated
look on his face. Like he’s about to snarl. “I wouldn’t what?”“Just finish me off.”“God, Graff. No.”
He injects the syringe into the line. “This is probably going to hurt. At least, I think it’ll hurt.”“It
already hurts.”“I wasn’t sure you could hurt, after I saw all that metal. Until I looked at your
readings.”“You know me, Ell. You do.” I finally catch his gaze. His familiar, shining gaze. He sort of
looks like he’s about to cry, too.Then there’s a warm rush though my veins that hits my heart and
all my muscles seem to melt into a dull throb. I groan, but it’s kind of a relieved groan because I
can wiggle my fingers and toes now and that feels pretty good. My processor’s diagnostics hum
away; I’m still not optimal but stress levels are decreasing.“Warned you,” Ell says, leaning in.
“Now don’t move. You’re still not entirely in one piece yet.”“Okay.”I reach out, touch his hand. Just
brush it, then let him go because I don’t want to scare him. He jumps a little. His breath catches.
But he stays near.Finally, I can turn my head to look at the rest of the room. Captain Ransom is
standing there, arms crossed. And someone new is with him. She appears female, fine boned,
with short-cropped red hair and a wry frown. A smirk. A judgment. I’ve never seen her before, but
I know who she is. Tez, her name is Tez. My circuits hum in proximity to hers.I look at Captain
Ransom. “You let the signal get out after all.”“I did.”“Why?”“To see what would happen. She
showed up a day later. Do you people just hang around in deep space waiting for edge-of-death
signals?”“Yes,” Tez says calmly.“I’m not dying actually, it turns out,” I say awkwardly.“You had a
close call,” she says.“Very.”“Is it a good story?”“I’m not sure.”She comes to the table, holds out
her hand. I take it. The spark of a circuit completing pinches my palm, and hers.The download
takes a few minutes. I get all of her memories as well. It’s like meeting an old friend from home.
We’re all old friends from home. It’s kind of nice. I’m not sure I can explain that part of it to Ell and
Ransom.Tez holds my gaze, and in hers is forgiveness and understanding, along with the
mildest of reprimands.You convinced them, I tell her.No, you did or I’d never have gotten your
signal. They wanted to be convinced. You know you should meet up with someone to download
a little more often, don’t you?Yeah, I just get distracted.But is it a good story?It is. I’m sorry I told
them about us.No, you’re not.The connection breaks. She takes a breath, resettling herself into
her skin. Looks around. Sees Ell with new understanding. He ducks his gaze, self-conscious.“So.
They know,” she says, just to get it out in the open.Tez can take me back home for this. If I can’t
keep the secret, then I can’t be allowed to travel. But . . . I’m valuable. I almost start whining like a
child, telling her how valuable I am, out in the universe, collecting stories.“I trust them,” I
say.“They may not want you to stay.” She looks up, around. “He’s afraid you won’t want him to
stay.”“It’s a lot to take in,” Ransom says flatly. “I confess, I’m not sure what to do next. I was



hoping you might tell me.”But she doesn’t. She asks, “Graff does a lot of good where he is?”“He
does,” Ransom says. I wasn’t sure he would.“Thank you, sir,” I murmur. But it’s Ell’s decision that
matters most, and I look at him next.He says, “I can purge all the files from the accident and
recovery. Go back to the faked scans. Keep that secret. With the captain’s permission.” Ell looks;
Ransom shrugs. I want to laugh at the back and forth but that would probably be bad so I
don’t.“You want him to stay?” Tez asks Ell.“I do. I think I do.”She looks at me. “Graff?”“Is it going
to be weird? It’s going to be weird, isn’t it? Me staying.”“Yes,” Ell says. “But I think you should stay
anyway.”We both look at Ransom. He’s like a rock, his chiseled expression unmoving. He says,
“Yeah, it’ll be weird. For a while.”She smiles, her brow crinkling. “I like them.”“Yeah, me, too,” I
say.Tez brushes off her jumpsuit. “Captain, if you can spare the time, I wondered if someone on
your crew might take a look at my ship? Just a routine once-over.”It’s not very subtle. He looks at
her, then at me, then at Ell. He raises his brow. “All right. This way.”He actually flashes a little bit
of a wry smile over his shoulder as they leave. Then Ell sits by the table and gives me the most
exhausted, long-suffering, and sad look I’ve ever seen.I’m also exhausted, which is frustrating.
I’ve slept enough. “I was never going to tell you because I couldn’t tell you and it didn’t make a
difference anyway and I’m sorry.”After a hesitation, he touches my forehead. He ruffles my short
hair, looks me up and down like he’s studying me. Studying his handiwork, or maybe he’s really
looking at me.“I have a lot more questions,” he says.“Yeah, I know.”I open my hand. Wait for him
to make the move. And he puts his hand in mine.Rebecca Campbell is a Canadian writer and
teacher. Her work has appeared in The Year’s Best Science Fiction and Fantasy, The Year’s Best
Dark Fantasy and Horror, and other places. She won the Sunburst Award for Excellence in
Canadian Literature of the Fantastic in 2020, and in 2021 has been nominated for the Aurora
award and the Theodore Sturgeon Memorial. NeWest Press published her first novel, The
Paradise Engine, in 2013. She mostly uses her PhD in Canadian literature to make up sad
futures and weird fictions.AN IMPORTANT FAILURERebecca CampbellIt’s 1607 (according to
some calendars) and a falling cone from an elderly Pinaceae sitchensis catches on the rotting
bark of a nurse log that sprouted while Al-Ma’mun founded the House of Wisdom in Baghdad.
On this particular north Pacific island, the days are cold, and the water in Kaatza—the big lake
near where this cone has fallen—freezes thick enough that one can walk out from the villages at
the southeast end and look down to see cutthroat trout flickering underfoot. On the other side of
the world, the Thames has also frozen, and stout winter children play across the canvasses of
lowland painters, who preserve in oil the white-stained landscapes of northern Europe. In il
Bosco Che Suona—the Valley of Song, the singing forest in the Alps north of Cremona where
luthiers go to find their violins hidden in the trunks of trees—the winter is bitter, slowing the
growth of Picea abies until its rings are infinitesimal, a dense tonewood unlike any material
before or since.
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Rhonda A. Atlanta, “All good.. All good stories; worth the read and worth the time. Cohesive and
well-written, and a good way to spend the hours”

Michael Tellez, “Good story telling.. A good collection of short stories I listen to while traveling
and working out.”

Douglas Clark, “Some good stories, some just average.. I was eagerly anticipating this anthology
so it was a shame the publication on Kindle was delayed so long from the initially announced
date. As to the stories themselves, I found that like many other anthologies, some stories that
were really good, some just OK and there was one I could not be bothered to finish. I did like the
fact that there were some stories from non anglo-saxon cultures that looked at things from a
different perspective but overall it was not quite worth 5 stars, 4.5 maybe would have hit the
mark.”
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